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AFFIDAVIT 

My name is Harold Weisberg. I am the plaintiff in this case. I reside 

at 7627 Old Receiver Road (Route 12), Frederick, Maryland. 

1. In my affidavit of December 22, 1979, which begins with a statement of 

my qualifications, I state that the November 26, 1979, affidavit of Robert E. Owen 

of the CIA is untruthful, deceptive and misleading and is intended to deceive and 

mislead the Court. 

2. After ny December 22, 1979 (previous), affidavit was filed, I learned 

that I had seriously understated the degree of deliberateness of Owen's, the 

Central Intelligence Agency's (CIA) and National Archives' untruthfulness and 

deceptiveness. I also learned that Owen has boilerplated his misrepresentations 

and filed a close variant in another lawsuit, Mark A. Allen v. CIA, C.A. 78-1743 

(the Allen case). 

3. Late on the afternoon of January 17, 1980, I located misf£led records 

of my appeal from National Archives withholding of other Warren Commission records. 

They were withheld at the behest of the CIA. In that case, when I was at the 

point where I could have filed suit, the CIA agreed to substantive discloses. 

In that matter, in 1976, the CIA and the National Archives disclosed information 

identical with what they had withheld and continued to withhold in this instant 

cause, identical with information Owen and others in the CIA swore had to be 

withheld until it was disclosed at themoment the Government's brief was due at 

the appeals court. Authority for that disclosure is the same Charles A. Briggs 

who swore exactly the opposite in this case. (He was Owen's predecessor.) 

 



4. In the Allen case, after remand by the appeals court, the CIA again 

withheld until the last minute, when it again provided an Owen affidavit and an 

excised copy of the record sought, CIA Document 509-803. 

5. I have and have read this Owen affidavit of January 11, 1980, and 

Document 509-803. In this affidavit, although Owen is more careful in his deceptive 

and misleading phrasing, he still represents falsely that the Allen disclosure 

also is attributable to CIA disclosure to the Congress. 

6. The CIA had withheld this 14-page record in toto. The major part of 

it that it has now released was entirely within the public domain years before 

Allen filed suit. It was not in the public domain because of any disclosures to 

or by any Congressional committee. This information was readily available at the 

Archives and was disclosed in even greater detail by the FBI in its release of 

about 80,000 pages of Headquarters records relating to its investigation of the 

assassination of President Kennedy. I obtained copies of these records by C.A. 

77-2155. Also’ before Allen filed suit, I obtained other pertinent FBI records 

from its Dallas and New Orleans field offices in C.A. 78-0322 and C.A. 780420. 

In addition, some of what the CIA still withholds under "national security" claim 

is and long has been within the public domain. Exhibits illustrating all these 

statements ace attached to following Paragraphs. The essence was disclosed by 

the CIA itself in 1975 and 1976. 

7. If none of this were true, the CIA refused to disclose to Allen what it 

is now clear was reasonably segregable and the CIA did segregate and disclose at 

the last minute. 

8. Moreover, and indicative of bad faith, what the CIA now discloses to 

Allen is within my information requests of the CIA going back to 1975, but the 

CIA has not provided this information to me. 

9. In this it duplicates its bad faith in this instant cause in still not 

having provided to me the Yuri Nosenko and other information I did request, despite 

its several affidavits alleging that this information was declassified for the 

House Select Committee on Assassinations whose life ended a year earlier. 

10. In both cases the CIA made the traditional false claim with which it 

seeks to terrify and intimidate the courts, of a need to protect intelligence 

 



sources and methods. 

11. In this instant cause the CIA additionally alleged an urgent need to 

keep secret its use of KGB defectors and anything bearing on what it refers’ to 

as the bona fides of the KGB defector, Yuri Nosenko. Information pertaining to 

the CIA's use of defectors and to Nosenko is included in the records I located 

on Janury 17. These records were disclosed to me by the defendant in 1976, when 

they were released by the-CIA. 

12. When I appealed, the Archives referred that matter to the CIA, on 

January 15, 1976. (Exhibit 1) The CIA did not act until May 28, 1976, when it 

released what is itemized in its letter to me. (Exhibit 2) The unreasonable, 

unnecessary and unjustifiable nature of CIA classifications and withholdings 

under FOIA is illustrated by its classification of the list of Archives records 

withheld by direction of the CIA. (Exhibit 3) While on this classified list the 

records are identified only by arbitrary numbers, much more information was 

readily available at the Archives, which provided it to me, including the claimed 

authority for each withholding. 

13. In Exhibit 1 the defendant in this instant cause admitted that "the 

(Warren) Commission's authority to classify is somewhat doubtful." This is hardly 

a momentous concession years after a federal court ruled in my C.A. 2052-73 that 

there was no such authority. That the two transcripts at issue in this case were 

included in the CIA's review the year after I filed this instant lawsuit is 

disclosed in Exhibit 4. This Archives letter to me also identifies what my 

previous affidavit refers to as the long Commission memorandum on Oswald's foreign 

activities. 

14. That this supposedly classified record, withheld for a decade as 

classified, was never properly classified is disclosed by the copy sent to me, 

the first and caver page of whichis attached as Exhibit 5. No classification or 

declassification stamp appears on it. "APPROVED FOR RELEASE” on April 2, 1976, 

does appear. 

15. Where page numbers do not appear on the pages from this memorandum 

that follow, this is because of the nature of the copies provided to me. My 

somewhat angry letter of November 5, 1975 (Exhibit 6), yielded copies even less 

 



suitable for copying so I cannot provide full copies of all pertinent pages. 

16. In Exhibit 5 I also notified the Archives of the probability, since 

confirmed as the reality, that the CIA itself had earlier disclosed to me and to 

others what it withheld in the January 21 transcript, the CIA's use of defecdors, 

as stated in my previous affidavit. I have bracketed this Paragraph on Exhibit 

6, my letter of November 5, 1976. From the time the Archives received Exhibit 6, 

it was on notice that ‘its: and the CIA's withholding of the January 21 transcript 

was improper. Yet four years later Owen provided a spurious affidavit to this 

Court on precisely this point. 

17. When I received no response, I added emphasis on November 21, 1976. 

(Exhibit 7) In the two paragraphs I have bracketed, I put the Government on 

notice that "there is a substantial question of defrauding me and of deceiving 

and misrepresenting to the Court" because "The claimed reason for withholding 

this transcript from me no longer exists - if it ever did." Disclosure of the 

transcript provés I was correct and that, despite my accurate notification of the 

Government, it persisted in fraudulent misrepresentation and did deceive and 

mislead the Court, against which I had warned it. 

18. In 1976 the Archives and the CIA disclosed to me exactly what in his 

latest of the CIA's ever-shifting misrepresentations to this Court Owen swore had 

to be withheld, any reflection of whather or not Nosenko or anything he said was 

or was not credited or believed. On the four pages (19-23) of the long Coleman- 

Slawson memorandum (Exhibit 8) identified in Exhibits 4 and 5, I have added no 

markings. Those that appear are on the originals and are consistent with markings 

I have seen on records reviewed for release. Those making the initial review 

bracket what they believe should or might be withheld. 

19. Relating to Nosenko, the CIA approved 1976 release of "(and whose 

reliability has not yet been ascertained)" and "(Nosenko's testimony on this point 

cannot be taken with absolute assurance. Besides the obvious fact that whether 

he is sincere or whether he is a Soviet plant has not yet been determined ...)" 

All of this was bracketed and underlined in the copy provided to me. It is 

precisely what Owen swore was not released until it was "declassified" in 1978 

for the House assassinations committee.



20. That the CIA provided the Commission with "information ... flatly 

at variance with" other information provided by the CIA is underscored in the 

records as provided to wis, (page 20) 

21. The heavy bracketing and underscoring relating to Nosenko (page 23), 

"if we can assume that his statements are sincere," also is on the record as 

provided to me. 

22, The next page, asprovided to me in 1976, is 45. (Exhibit 9) The 

double bracketing and underscoring is on the record: "The CIA has not yet given 

us_an evaluation on the reliability of Nosenko, but they indicated that they ought 

to be able to give us an evaluation soon. As developed elsewhere in this memo, 

the authenticity of Nosenko is of high importance." 

23. What the second sentence quoted above makes clear is that, in contriving 

questions about Nosenko's "authenticity," the CIA was really controlling what the 

Commission could believe and conclude. 

24. As provided to me, the pages preceding and following Exhibit 10 also 

have their page numbers eliminated in the Government's xeroxing. This page also 

disclosed to me in 1976 what Owen swore in 1979 had to be withheld in the claimed 

interest of Cnaptonal security," that "Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko, if he is sincere, 

would provide a conclusive answer; namely, that what we know is the truth and 

not a legend. Unfortunately, the CIA cannot give us quite the assurance of 

Nosenko's reliability that we would need to rely solely upon his testimony." 

25. In other pages of this memo that were provided to me in 1976 the CIA 

disclosed what it withheld from Allen, leading to his 1978 litigation and Owen's 

additional untruthful affidavit of January 11, 1980, in that case. This is 

particularly true of what Oswald was doing in Mexico, especially relating to one 

the FBI described as a "Nicaraguan secret agent," Gilberto Alvarado Ugarte. 

26. By August 22, 1964 (Exhibit 11) the CIA had thoroughly frightened 

the Commission about Nosenko and using any of the valuable information he provided. 

By then - even in internal records - Nosenko was referred to as "N." The CIA 

also bamboozled the Senate Intelligence Committee into doing this in its report, 

although Nosenko's name and career were public. Nonetheless, there was a lingering 

Commission staff desire to use Nosenko's information. This-memo sets forth how



it all was to-be masked to the CIA's satisfaction. Yet precisely what Owen 

swears had to be withheld in the January 21 transcript is disclosed. It was 

disclosed to me, by the CIA, in 1976, that it used KGB defectors. (What Nogenko 

said "will be used but attributed to the CIA and its 'stable' of Soviet defectors.") 

The proposed language of this part of the Report, again disclosed to me by the 

CIA in 1976, makes the same disclosure Owen swears was secret. It reads, "The 

CIA has made an especially valuable contribution by supplying the Commission with 

information originating with defectors from the Soviet intelligence services..." 

(Emphasis added) 

27. There are thinly masked references to Nosenko on page 2, paragraphs 

2 and last. The KGB would have had no difficulty in perceiving what Owen swore 

in 1979 had to be withheld so that the KGB could not know it. Similarly, there is 

other masked but readily perceived reference to Nosenko on page 3, at the top. 

And at the bottom, the CIA disclosed to me in 1976, contrary to Owen's 1979 

affirmation, that Soviet defectors, in the plural, were working for it. "Still 

working with Soviet intelligence when Oswald was in Russia" pointed at Nosenko. 

28. Although this record was originally classified "TOP SECRET," no authority 

is noted and none was possessed by the Commission. Then, after my request, it was 

downgraded to merely "confidential." This was by 012208 at the CIA, on May 21, 

1976. After my appeal, when it was ultimately declassified, it became apparent 

that it held no secrets from the KGB, that in the 14 years of withholding, 

information had been withheld from the American people only. 

29. The Commission's March 6, 1964, letter to the CIA (Exhibit 12) informed 

it that the FBI had provided reports on its interviews with Nosenko and asked for 

a Nosenko conference with the CIA. This document also was withheld 14 years, until 

it was ruled "unclassified" by the CIA's 058375, also on May 21, 1976. However, 

both the FBI's Nosenko reports and the Commission memo on its conference with 

the CIA, used in my prior affidavits, were disclosed to me by the Archives a 

year earlier. Here again withholding: was not necessary, but for more than a decade 

important information was withheld from the American people, not the KGB. It knew 

that Nosenko had defected, had talked and what he could have said. It also could 

have obtained the FBI's Nosenko reports from the Archives, as I did a year



earlier, in May 1975. 

30. Nosenko's accurate report, that Oswald was so lousy a shot his friends 

had to provide his game when they went hunting together, was separately confirmed 

by Oswald's wife and his brother in other records that were never classified, yet 

the CIA's 058375 did not disclose the Commission staff Nosenko version until May 
(Exhibit 13) 

21, 1976,/again a year after the FBI version was made available to me by the 

Archives. This is inconsistent with Oswald as the William Tell of expert riflemen, 

the official explanation of the assassination, but it was known to the KGB prior 

to the assassination. Once again, for more than a decade, it was withheld not 

from the KGB but from the American people. 

31. A Commission staff memo of March 12, 1964, also was disclosed to me 

after the CIA approved its disclosure on May 21, 1976. The subject is Owen's 

no-no, "Checking Nosenko's Reliability." 

32. Each of the four pages of the july 15, 1964, Commission memo on the 

undisguised (if unnamed) Nosenko also holds exactly what Owen swore had to be 

withheld from me, yet it was disclosed by the CIA and its 058375, again on May 

21, 1976. (Exhibit 14) By July 1964 the CIA had conned the Commission into 

childish ellipsis int its internal papers relating to Nosenko. But the data 

provided about "the ‘confidential Soviet Union source, the reliability of which 

has not been established,'" (page 1) informs the KGB. That reference was and could 

have been to Nosenko and only to Nosenko. 

33. This page also demolishes the CIA's pretended reason for allegedly 

suspecting Nosenko, his statement that the KGB never formally interviewed Oswald. 

The memo here and elsewhere states that the Intourist guide assigned to Oswald was 

KGB. It also states that the KGB used others who met Oswald. This obviated any 

need to show its hand or waste time with an overt formal interview. 

34. The information on page 3, paragraph numbered 4, attributed to "a 

Soviet Union source the reliability of which has not been ascertained" could have 

come only from Nosenko. Paragraph 5 eliminates any other source. ("The same 

Soviet Union source previously mentioned...") This also is true of paragraph 7, 

especially in the continuation of page 4 and its reference to the KGB suspicion 

that Oswald was an American sleeper agent-in-place or "dormant." A CIA ad placed 
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in Pravda could not have told the KGB more specifically that Nosenko was the 

source whose credibility had not been established. This also is what Owen swore 

was and had to be kept secret. 

35. Next to the last of the records disclosed to me in 1976 by the 

defendant in this case and establishing the falsity of the CIA's 1979 representa- 

tions is the March 6, 1964, Hoover to Commission letter. (Exhibit 15) It, too, 

was released by the CIA om May 21, 1976. The underscoring in "...Nosenko, whose 

reliability has not yet been established," is on the record as provided to me. 

36. Last of this series of records the CIA disclosed to me in 1976, still 

another 1976 disproof of its 1979 affirmations, is the February 28, 1964, Hoover 

to Commission letter and its one-page attachment. (Exhibit 16) After reinter- 

viewing Nosenko, the FBI arranged for him to agree to testify before the 

Commission, which the CIA aborted. "...attempt to determine the accuracy of his 

statements" is underlined in the copy provided to me. That the deletion of what 

Owen swore had to be withheld was considered and rejected prior to disclosure is 

reflected by "Delete?" in the margin opposite this underscored statement. 

"Delete?" also appears opposite the underscored "...Nosenko, Soviet defector, 

whose credibility has not yet been established." The 1976 decision to disclose 

what in 1979 Owen swears had to be withheld in this litigation was not accidental. 

Whether or not to delete what was not deleted was considered, despite Owen's 

affidavit to the contrary. 

37. It is a remarkable upsetting of the law of averages that each and 

every one of the records the CIA disclosed in response to my 1976 appeal to the 

defendant gives the lie to the Owen affidavit. It does this with records of 

which the CIA has copies that should have surfaced in any search prior to Owen's 

preparation of his November 26, 1979, affidavit. 

38. While even Owen's dirty-works department of the CIA cannot be expected 

to: exceed a perfect record for misleading, deceiving, misrepresenting and untruth 

as set forth in the preceding paragraphs and in my previous affidavit, his 

January 11, 1980, affidavit in the Allen case demonstrates that he and it remain 

determined to practice their sinister atts on the courts, the Act and requesters 

of information under the Act. 
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39. In the Allen case the information sought is a simple record identified 

as CIA Document 509=803. It also was withheld by Charles A. Briggs, Owen's 

predecessor, on June 1976/saview and again in the Fensterwald case, on April 14, 

1977. , 

40. In his January 11 affidavit, Owen states (page 2) that in review for 

the Allen litigation (no time is specified and the document was denied prior to 

and during that 1979 litigation) "it became clear that a number of substantively 

related, official disclosures had been made in recent years. Several congressional 

investigations ... The most recent and the most comprehensive ... by the Select 

Committee on Assassinations" of the House. 

41. Here Owen avoids saying that the records had to be disclosed because 

of disclosure to and by that or any other committee, as he did in this instant 

cause. I addressed that in my previous affidavit. Instead, he phrases his 

affidavit to have this believed without stating it explicitly, thus avoiding an 

overt lie. 

42. He does state untruth in this same paragraph (page 3), that "new 

disclosure of CIA records ... decreased the volume of materials still withheld 

from release."" I state categorically that although my requests, by the CIA's 

own interpretations, go back to 1975 and include all records pertaining to the 

assassination of the President, the CIA has not, during the period in question, 

provided me with a single such record. Not those relating to Nosenko, which is 

relevant in this instant cause, and not Document 509-803. Allen did not file 

suit until after the life of the House Select Committee ended. Some records may 

not have been withheld from Congressional committees, but they remain withheld 

from citizens of interest, including subject experts and scholars. 

43. It is a combination of these and similar factors and the passage of 

time to which Owen attributes his personal 'Wetermination" that "portiong' of the 

document Allen requested "may now be released, but that some portions must 

‘equtdiee to be withheld." In all aspects this also is false, as I specify in 

detail below in amplification of the opening Paragraphs of this affidavit. 

44, His first reason for continued withholding (Paragraph 4.a.) is 

"because it is currently and properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 

 



12065."" Even for the CIA, which writes law and regulation to suit its immediate 

conveniences and defends this with verbal smoke with which few reques§% and: courts 

can grapple, this is a far-out description of the record. It is attached as 

Exhibit 17. It bears neither classification nor declassification indication or 

authority, which the E.0. does require. 

45. Owen does not state who classified or who declassified this particular 

record. He whistles his way past that churchyard by stating that he has "authority 

to originally classify official documents up through Top Secret." His allegation 

that his review shows this record to be "currently and properly classified" 

amounts to certification that the public domain is properly classified. Specifics 

appear below. 

46. His second reason (page 4.b.) is because some information "is related 

solely to internal practices" and exempt under (b)(2). He alleges that only 

"internal filing instructions" are withheld under this claim. Even if that is true, 

it does not relate "solely to internal practices" but is of considerable importance 

to those:using the records. It is particularly important to those requesters who 

have to wend their ways through the verbal mazes constructed by the CIA to avoid 

search for and disclosure of relevant records. Yet he contradicts this on page 5 

at 6.F., where he states that "Classification and information control markings" 

were 'deleted in the process of producing a declassified version ... for release... 

No FOIA exemptions claimed." Examination of Exhibit 17 discloses that it is not 

a new version that he produced. It is an excised copy of a copy of the original. 

Therefore, withholdings are required to be within an exemption of the Act. More~ 

over, my FOIA experience holds instances of multitudinous unjustified claims to 

(b)(2) and many instances of my locating withheld records when I obtained the 

allegedly (b)(2) information. 

47. His third reason (page 4.c.) is that the withheld information "reveals 

facts about intelligence sources and methods which the Direclor of Central Intel- 

ligence is responsible for protecting against unsathoriwed disclosure," requiring 

(b)(3) claim. This states that such information is not known, else it could not 

be "revealed" by its disclosure to Allen and me. This also is false, as I 

illustrate below. 
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48. His fourth reason (page 4.d.), also at least in part false, is that 

the withheld "information reveals facts about CIA organization, functions, names, 

official titles ..." Again the (b)(3) claim and again no claim that any of this 

is not within the public domain. A common public domain source of such information 

is the published hearings of Congress. Another is what has been disclosed 

relating to the assassination, by the CIA itself and by other agencies. Still 

another is what its letters to me conveyed. In fact, Owen withholds what was 

front-page news from coast-to-coast under this claim. 

49. Owen uses letters to repreaent the exemptions claimed, a CIA 

contrivance for avoiding the recognized practice of writing the exemption claimed 

at the point of withholding, as the FBI and Department of Justice do, for example. 

(His Paragraph 6, A-F.) 

50. This also is a means by which he avoids claiming that none of what is 

withheld is reasonably segregable. The most obvious reason for this is that, 

with access to the reasonably segregable, there is a good possibility that subject 

experts would be able to prove the information is not properly withheld, and the 

CIA has much to hide, as also follows below. 

51. Neither in any way nor at any point does Owen claim that anything 

withheld is not within the public domain. All now disclosed was within the public 

domain when it was withheld. Illustrations of this also follow. 

52. In Paragraph 8 Owen claims that some of what is withheld under (b)(2) 

"is unlikely to have any meaning to individuals not directly and currently 

involved in the administrative handling of the documents." It is not the right 

or function of the CIA to decide for me or others what can have meaning to us. 

An example is a withholding from the record as disclosed, the CIA's misidentifi- 

catinn of Oswald as "Henry." This is the kind of information Owen claims a (b)(2) 

need to withhold. It is a "filing designation" and it relates to "the administra- 

tive handling of the document." Merely knowing what nonsecret parts of the CIA 

were involved in this self-serving and misleading - in fact, untruthful - record 

is a matter that is not "solely" of interest to the CIA. It is of great interest 

to me and I am confident to Allen and to the country. 
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53. Paragraph 10 makes a claim of need to withhold information jindicating 

"Once again, and related to foreign “intelligence organization affiliations... 

the information that is not withheld in this record as well as what is withheld, 

such information is public domain and has been for years, particularly with 

regard to the subject of that portion of the record, Gilberto Alvarado Ugarte, 

and those who investigated him in Mexico. 

54. Another typical CIA effort to frighten the courts follows with Owen's 

invalid generality iol Sonn not specifically attribute to this matter, "Such 

knowledge comes almost exclusively from counterintelligence operations" which must 

be protected, This is false in this specific case, as is illustrated below. 

55. The spookery slipped up in Paragraph 11, limiting it to a single 

intelligence method, after the usual intended-to-frighten generalities that again 

are not related to what is in question or at issue: "The deleted remarks tended 

to characteftize certain factual daca in a way in which the nature of the method 

used to collect the information is made obvious." I lead the Court around this 

Robin's barn by stating that the circumlocution is designed to befuddle the Court 

and Allen and in plain English what Owen is talking about is within the public 

domain. The method is not secret, is within the public domain quite extensively, 

and is elecfronic surveillance of the Russan and Cuban embassies in Mexico City. 

Were this not true, it is hardly secret or unique that the CIA engages in such 

methods, as do all intelligence agencies. It is anything but secret that. the 

CIA illegally provided such equipment to E. Howard Hunt of Watergate infamy. The 

CIA is not known to have objected to Hunt's writing about his part in the CIA's 

planting of electronic devices in Mexico City. 

56. If one takes the time to check Owen's citation, as I did,with what he 

incorporates by reference (Paragraph 3, page 2), there is no doubt that he refers 

to but a single so-called "intelligence method." The justification for withholding 

in Fensterwald, attached to his January 9, 1979, affidavit in the Allen case, is 

quite specific after Document Number 509-803. It refers to but a single method, 

"a sensitive foreign intelligence operational method." (Emphasis added) 

57. This particular disclosure he alleges (January 9, 1979, affidavit, 

page 3, paragraph 3) "could reasonably be expected to cause serious damage to the 
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"This more than national security in terms of disrupting foreign relations... 

three years after that one of its many publications which received widest, page- 

one attention and three years after the public attention added to it by the. then 

just-beginning House assassinations committee. 

58. Examination of the excised Document 509-803, from which Owen excised 

even this number, although it is in the justification (he does not state whether 

this is one of his (b)(2).claims or one of his withheld-without-any-claim-to-any- 

exemption withholdings), discloses that the prerequisite for a CIA affidavit is 

either an affiant who knows nothing at all about what he swears to, is willing to 

swear to what is not true, or both. 

59. All textual excisions on the first three pages are attributed to the 

"compromise letter "B" for their withholding. This is alleged to be what could 

. an intelligence method." However, none of the paragraphs on these three 

pages is included in his explanation and justification in his Januany 11, 1980, 

affidavit, Paragraph 6, page 5. 

60. The first of these, repeated several times, appears to be the well- 

known fact that the CIA station in Mexico is located in Mexico City: "... the 

CIA station in Mexico (obliterated) received the following information from a 

reliable source."" If the location of this CIA anatton were not already and quite 

extensively known, it was published in the past five years by a number of 

Congressional committees, by CIA employees, and is in hundreds of records 

disclosed by the FBI. There is no legitimate need of nt legitimate justification 

for this withholding. However, I do note that in affidavits from this same CIA 

stable of affiants in my C.A. 77-1997, it was sworn that officially disclosing 

even the fact of the existence of a CIA station in any country could do irreparable 

harm to the "national security."" This is but the first of a number of such 

disclosures in this record. 

61. The next excision, also attributed to "B," says that "An American 

‘citizen named Lee OSWALD had contacted the Soviet Embassy in Mexico City on 

Tuesday, 1 October 1963. He had spoken (obliterated) to the Soviet Embassy guard, 

Ivan Ivanovich OBYEDKOV, to whom he said he had visited the Embassy two days 
on Cetoser |. 

earlier...."" This does not say that Oswald visited the embassy, He "contacted" 
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it, how being obliterated. If words like "by telephone” are inserted at the point 

of obliteration, the sentence makes sense: "He had spoken by telephone to the 

Soviet Embassy guard," which is precisely what happened. 

62. Because much of the withholding relates to this, I provide more 

extensive documentation. First of all, this electronic interception was well- 

known for years. I have known for close to ten years and not much less than that 

long ago a friend of mine.published this story. It was syndicated from coast-to- 

coast. To the best of my knowledge, it was never denied. Later and more sensa- 

tional use was by the Washington Post, on November 26, 1976, also syndicated. 

I attach the Post's and Los Angeles Times' printing of this story as Exhibit 18. 

(There was even more spectacular treatment in other places, like Chicago. The 

New York Times story actually quotes from the content of this record that remained 

withheld by the CIA for more than three additional years.) 

63. It is stated that the CIA had both embassy phones tapped and this 

“with the full- cooperation of the Mexican government." 

64. One of the names for which Owen makes (b)(3) Glaim is that of "the 

late Winston M. Scott." Others are also in the public domain. 

65. This mae account also includes some of the information withheld in 

the Allen case for more than three more years. 

66. The Post did not have the full story and it is not the CIA alone that 

withheld from the Warren Commission, which is what the Post reported. The FBI and 

the Secret Service also did. It is probable that at least Navy Intelligence also 

did for, despite the excisions in Exhibit 19, both the tape recording of this 

interception and CIA photographs allegedly but not of Oswald were flown to Dallas 

in the Naval Attache's plane, in the possession of then Legal Attache FBI Special 

Agent (later Congressman) Eldon Rudd. Dallas FBI agent and "red" specialist 

Wallace Heitman met the plane and rushed Rudd, with his precious cargo, to the 

FBI's Dallas office. There FBI agents familiar with Oswald's voice and face 

examined the CIA's tape and photographs. 

67. Early in the morning of November 23, 1964, a three-page teletype was 

dispatched to Washington Headquarters from the Dallas FBI field office. Rudd also 

prepared a memorandum. In response, FBIHQ demanded and received a transcript of 
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the tape. (I have these records and with more time can provide copies.) FBI 

Director Hoover immediately informed Secret Service Director James J. Rowley, 

sending his memo of the same day by courier. (Pages 4 and 5 attached as Exhibit 

20.) Hoover stated that his agents who looked at the pictures and "listened to 

a recording of his voice ... are of the opinion that the above-referred-to 

individual was not Lee Harvey Oswald." 

68. Neither the FBI nor the CIA has responded to my requests for this and 

related information. My appeals remain ignored after years. When the FBI was 

processing other records, which I received in early 1978, it classified as TOP 

SECRET relevant records that had not been classified for a decade and a half. 

My request of the CIA for all “records of any kind of surveillance conducted on 

Lee Harvey Oswald in Mexico City or elsewhere" was treated by the CIA as part of 

a 1975 request with which it has yet to comply. (Its letter to me of August 23, 

1976, attached as Exhibit 21.) The final paragraph, which reports that the CIA 

sent me an organizational chart, rebuts the Owen affirmation that it is required 

to withhold all organizational information under (b)(3). 

69. On page 2 of Document 509-803 is one of the several points at which 

it is mitwig. This raises new questions about the legitimacy of the with- 

holdings, especially when all that can be made out are unjustified and the 

disclosed portions were always reasonably segregable and in the public domain. 

It states that "A file check in Washington ... revealed the possibility of an 

identity between the Lee OSWALD who had spoken to OBYEDKOV, and ... Lee Harvey 

OSWALD." This "explanation" is made necessary because of what the record with- 

holds, that initially the CIA gave Oswald's name as "Henry." This is reflected 

in the CIA's "Personality Profile" and in many other disclosed records. (See 

Paragraph 71 below and Exhibit 23.) 

70. There follows, beginning on page 2, a series of references to various 

CIA records, the first dated October 10, 1973. That there is no justification 

for ever withholding any paraphrase of them is established by the fact that at 

least some were disclosed by the CIA, to me and to others, years ago. Because 

there is no organization or structure to the CIA's releases, I cannot be certain 

and cannot make a complete check. However, I believe that all the records cited = 
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and some only referred to with indefiniteness have been disclosed by the CIA. A 

spot check of my files disclosed three, whose dates are given in Exhibit 17, 

including this first one, of October 10, 1963. I attach these three as Exhibit 

22. 

71. A footnote to this paragraph refers to a single file on Oswald, "The 

CIA file on Oswald was opened on 9 December 1960 ..." (Emphasis added) This 

deceived and mislead those inside and any outside the CIA who saw this record 

because there was more than a single file on Oswald. For example, there was also 

a 201 or "Personality Profile” file. The copy disclosed to me in about 1976 is 

unclear and incomplete so with it, as Exhibit 23, I include the clearer copy 

provided to the House assassinations committee and five other relevant pages 

from the testimony of former CIA Director Richard Helms. The fact that 37 docu- 

ments are allegedly missing from the Oswald 201 file left the CIA unperturbed. 

The “Personality Profile" is only one of the CIA records in which it got Oswald's 

name wrong. This one was "corrected" for the House committee. 

72. After extensive withholdings in witch nothing segregable is disclosed, 

there is a section titled "III. Monetary Payments to OSWALD - Investigation of 

Allegation." This sine is self-serving, less than fully forthright, in some cases 

not accurate, long has been in the public domain, and under (b)(1) and (b)(3) 

claim withholds what also long has been in the public domain, "identification of 

an intelligence source." (In fairness to Owen, if not also to his skill in 

evasiveness and overwriting to deceive and mislead, he does not claim that the 

alleged source is unknown or in any way secret and none is. However, this did not 

discourage claim to exemption, particularly when the CIA had something to hide in 

this caper. It could have launched World War III, from other disclosed CIA 

records not included in this summary. ) Because the underlying records have been 

disclosed, including extensively by the FBI, there is no appaent need, reason or 

justification for making (b)(1) and (b)(3) claim to withhold portions of the 

paraphrase. 

73. Nobody in his right mind would have believed Gilberto Alvarado 

Ugarte's fabrication and the FBI did not. However, the CIA station pressed to 

make it appear credible, as is not indicated in the portions. not still withheld. 
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74. One of the withholdings may well be what the FBI disclosed, that 

Alvarddo was a "Nicaraguan secret agent." 

75. Part of the self-serving content is in Paragraph 22, which states what 

is not certain, that because Oswald was "known to have been in New Orleans on both 

17 and 19 September," he could not have been in Mexico on the 18th. By plane 

that was no trick at all, as anyone reading this record would know. However, 

Oswald was also placed in- New Orleans on the 18th, the key day in the Alvarado 

fabrication. This is reflected in one of the earlier (1271/63) records in the 

FBIHQ "Oswald" file, attached as Exhibit 24. This teletype begins by stating that 

"OSWALD WAS NOT IN MEXICO SEPTEMBER 18TH LAST." It directs discontinuation of 

any investigation of this. 

76. Following other excisions for which the "intelligence sources" claim 

is made, there is more of this self-serving and covering up of the CIA on page 13. 

It states that at_a carefully unspecified time, "because of the importance of 

resolving the problems" of Alvarado's instantly obvious fabrication - one of 

countless fabrications of similar nature, all disproven ~ "CIA personnel continued 

the interrogation in close coordination with the FBI." Long before then the matter 

was resolved, ' 

77. Two months earlier the Legat, with whom the CIA worked closely in 

Mexico City ("city" obliterated in record), phoned and told FBIHQ that Alvarado 

"confessed to the Mexican officials that his statement on Oswald was false." 

(Exhibit 25) By then the FBI had cleared it all up and won the praises of the 

ambassador. As the FBI continued to knock it all down, it reported that Alvarado 

probably got the idea for his fabrication Sven a newspaper story. (Exhibit 26, 

page 2) And a month and a half earlier than the January 31, 1964, date of this 

record, the FBI vehemently denounced CIA Director McCone for deceiving the Warren 

Commission with this fabrication. (Exhibit 27) 

78. That the Mexican police were involved and immediately broke Alvarado 

down, which has been public domain for years and is disclosed in many official 

records, may be the figleaf covering the CIA's withholding of its nakedness in 

this matter. From the typical CIA lingo of ambiguous generalities and extensive 

overwriting, one cannot be sure but if the Mexican police are “an intelligence 
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source" their involvement, while not mentioned in this record as disclosed, was 

public domain. 

79. At this point (page 13, paragraph 25) Owen makes two identical claims 

to withhold "information (which) could lead to the identificaton and compromise 

of an intelligence method used in the collection of intelligence information 

abroad." For this he makes both (b)(1) and (b)(3) claim. The last part, "used 

in the collection of intelligence information abroad," is superfluous and is 

deceptive as applied to a polygraph examination. "A (withheld) polygraph expert, 

assisted by an FBI special agent" is the first withholding and "The (withheld) 

polygraph expert concluded" what Alvarado had already admitted to the Mexican 

police, "from the results of his tests that ALVARADO had fabricated his story 

about OSWALD in toto." 

80. In these "national: security" withholdings the CIA classified as a 

(b)(1) matter what was never classified in the FBI's files, from which I attach 

Exhibit 28. On the second page this states of the Mexico City polygrapher and 

the Alvarado polygraphing: He was given a polygraph examination in Mexico by 

CIA which showed that he was lying. Our Legat assisted ..."' (Emphasis added) 

81. I ‘have not exhausted all the possible exhibits pertaining to the 

foregoing paragraphs nor have I fully exploited the baseless claims, false, 

misleading and deceptive representations of the Owen affidavit in the Allen case 

or its untruths, some encapsulated in typical spook verbiage. I received Document 

, 509-803 at midday on Saturday, January 19, when I was unwell. I had to complete 

the draft of this affidavit and make the necessary searches, all on Sunday, the 

next day, which I did, because on the following day I had a medical appointment 

out of town. This was followed by a large amount of work in another FOIA case 

for which I had to be clear when I returned from the Monday medical appointment. 

However, if the Court desires more proofs or more exhibits showing that the CIA 

and Owen withheld what is in the public domain and made exaggerated as well as 

false claims to such intimidating exemptions as "national security" and jeopardy 

to the nation's necessary intelligence oprations, I can provide them. My hurried 

purpose was limited to providing more information showing that the CIA's affidavits 

are falsely sworn and are intended to deceive and mislead, in which they succeeded, 
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so that the Court might better perceive that this CIA "intelligence method" 

against the Act, the courts and requesters is its SOP and so that a question of 

sanctions might begin with a factual and documented base. 

82. From my long, extensive, painful and costly experience, these abuses 

of the courts, the Act and requesters will not end as long as those who inflict 

the abuses are immune. The longer this immunity continues, the more incentive, 

from my extensive experience, there will be for these abuses to continue to be 

practiced. 

  HAROLD WEISBERG ) 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 

Before me this RIt day of January 1980 Deponent Harold 

Weisberg has appeared and signed this affidavit, first having sworn that 
‘ 

the statements made therein are true. 

My commission expires July 1, 1982. 

2. . 
Lele bd 00 face 
NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND FOR/ 

FREDERICK COUNTY, MARYLAND 
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EX 1/3 77°. 

AE VG 

“Ste. Gene os. Wilson 

{ntormution and Privacy Coordinator 

Central (ntellivence Agency 

Room 2£42 
Wiaahinton, D.C. 20505 

Dear Mo. Wilson: 

The Nationl Archives has received a Freedom of Information Act 
appeal from Harold Weisberg for certain documents from the Records 
ot the Warren Commission which were denied to him, Certain of these 
documents are of CIA subject matter interest or origin and they are 

byiny referred to you for a determination concerning their releasability. 

Tiree of these dacuments were originally classified by the CIA. We 

ave informing Mr, Weisbere that the decision of whether they may be 

released to um is beltng referred to the CIA and that he will be informed 

civectly by tne CLA of that determination. These documents include 

the following: 

1. Thomas H. Karamessiness, Deputy Director for Plans, 
CIA, to Robert H. Buhmer, Archivist of the United States, 

Octnoer 2, 1967. 

2, Lawrence R. Houston, General Counsel, CIA, to 

Jamey B. Rhoads, Archivist of the United States, 
December 22, 1972, 

3.0 Cinurtes kL Savige for Robert Young, Freedom of 

Infocmation Coordinator, CLA, to James B. Raoads, 

Acchwviat of the United States, May 20, 1975. 

Various documents originally denied to Mr. Weisberg were originated 
by and clasuuied by the Warren Commiasion staff. Since the . 

Conmueission's authority to classify ig somewhat doubtful, contirued oe 8 
protection of thig material on weounds of national security 13 dependent — 
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on the CIA's written determination that the information contained in the 
documents retains a national security sensitivity, It is, therefore, fe, necessary that the CIA inform ug whether these documents may be i released, released with deletions, or closed entirely, Please specify both the Freddom of Information Act exemption to disclosure and the appropriate exemption to declassification of Sec. 5(B) of Executive Order 11652 which pertains to the information the CIA has determined 
must be restricted. These documents include the following: 

1. Wiliam T, Coleman, Jr., and W. Davis Slawson io 
The Commission and J. Lee Rankin, "Oswald's Foreign 
Activities: Summary of Evidence Which Might be Said 
to Show that There was Foreign Involvement in the 
Assassination of President Kennedy" and attachments. 
This material has previously been reviewed by the CIA 

- and some material has been released. The re-review 
is, therefore, directed only to those portions which 
the CIA indicated should not be released at that time. 

2. Records relating to Yuri Nosenko. 
a, Memorandum of July 23, 1964 (no names given), 
b. Memorandum, Slawson to Rankin, August 22, 1964, i   Other records relating to Yuri Nosenko are not security classified, ; 

Although it is:the responsibility of the National Archives to make the | 
final determination whether these documents will be released, we 
would like the CIA's opinion whether there are any Freedom of \ 
Information Act exemptions which may be applicable to these documents. \ 
They include the following: ‘ | 

I i. J, Lee Rankin to Richard Helms, March 6. 1964.. 
2. Memorandum of Slawson to Jenner, Liebeler, Ball 
and Belin, March 9, 1964. ‘ 
3. Memorandum of Coleman and Slawson to Stern, 
March 12, 1964. 
4. Memorandum of Slawson to Rankin, July 15, 1964. 
5. Memorandum of Slawson to Coleman, July 17, 1964. 
6. Cover letter of Commission Document #451, J. Edgar 
Hoover to J. Lee Rankin, March 6, 1964. 
7, Cover letter of Commission Document #434, J. Edgar 
Hoover to J. Lee Rankin, February 28, 1964; and first * eee 
page of same document, "Lee Harvey Oswald Internal 
Security -R- Cuba, February 28, 1964.
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Copies of the documents under appeal and a copy of Mr. Weisberg's 

appeal letter are enclosed. We would appreciate a response to this 
inquiry by Jamary 26 to allow us sufficient time to complete our 
consultation with the Justice Department's Freedom of Information 

conupittes which is necessacy if any portion of Mr. Weisberg's 

appeal must be denied. Please return the enclosed document copies 
with your response. 

Sincerely, 

\ yds fc i "8s yds 

\L 

JAMES E, O'NEILL 
Deputy Archivist - 
of the United States 

Enclosures 

ACThomas/Ipd 1/15/76 | 
Official File - ND 
Reading File - ND 

NDA : 
NNFL . 

. - tt 

NDA 
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Copy fut NAKS 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
Route 12 - Old Reservoir Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Near Mr. Weisberg: 

We have been asked by the Deputy Archivist of the Unitc.. 
States to respond directly to you regarding three documents 
from the Records of the Warren Commission previously denied 
to you by the*National Archives, subsequently appealed by you. 
These documents have been reviewed by CIA officers in light 
of their CIA origin with the following determinations made: 

a. The letter of.2 October 1967 from Karamessines 
to Bahmer has been approved for release in its entirety 
and is enclosed herewith. 

b. The letter of 22 December 1972 from Houston to 
Rhoads was previously released in sanitized form to a 
Government Operations subcommittee of the House of Rep- 
presentatives, and is-provided herewith in that same | 
sanitized form. Those portions deleted are covered by 
exemptions (b)(1) and (b)(3) of the Freedom of Information 
Act as amended. 

c. The letter of 20 May 1975 from CIA's Freedom of 
Information Coordinator to the Archivist of the United 
States is denied release in its entirety under exemptions 
(b) (1) and (b)(3) of the FOIA. 

The applicability of the Freedom of Information Act sub- 

sections cited above is explained as follows: 

(b)(1) applies to material which is properly -classi- 

fied pursuant to Section 1 of Executive Order 11652, and 

is exempt under Section 5(B) of the same Order; 

(b)(3) applies to the Director's statutory obliga-



tions to protect from disclosure intelligence sources and methods, as well as the organization, functions, names , official titles, salaries or numbers of personnel employed by the Agency, in accord with the National Security Act of 1947 and the CIA Act of 1949, respectively. 

The CIA official making the above decisions to deny in whole or in part is Mr. Charles A. Briggs, Chief of Services Staff. Although it is recognized that these documents were already under appeal in your request to the National Archives, you retain the option of appeal on these three documents to the Agency's Information Review Committee. If you should choose to appeal, your communication with the Committee should be via the undersigned, 

Sincerely, 

PP Gens © Wilson 

Gene F, Wilson 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 

Enclosures: (2)
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ae: CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY Sr (BP 3 

WASHINGTON, Q.C. 20505 

2 OCT 1967 

Dr. Robert 1, Bahmer 
Archivist of the United States 
National Archives and Records Service Washington, D.C, 20408 

Dear Dr. Bahmer: 

We appreciated the Opportunity to review the documents fur- nished by Mr. Marion Johnson to this Agency on 15 August 1967, Pursuant to your written request of 14 August 1967, we have made appropriate recommendations on the lists provided by Mr. Johnson. As you will note, we have no objections to the release of the following items: 

List No, 1 . 
1, 4, 8, 9, 10, UW, 12, 13, 22, 23, 26 

List No. 2 v 
—- 4, 8, ll, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18, 19, 24, 6, 27, 33, 34, 35, 36, 39, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 49, 50, 52, 57,.60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65 

The above releases apply only to the exact document(s) listed and not to related items in the Commission's Possession. We also note that other agencies concerned will be consulted, as appropriate, 

Sincerely, 

Thomas H, Karamessines 
Deputy Director for Plans 

Attachments: a/s 
. ° 

, CLASSIFICATION CANCELED By authority of: CkA St 9 lafaofy = 
Name and title of Person making the ne] mH 7 Fo 

to: 
.. 
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Washington, DC 20408 

  

Oetober UW, 1LYTG 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 

Route 12 

Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

This is in further reply to your letter of September 24, 1976. 

A count of the pages in the numbered documents and parts-of documents 

released by the FBI and cher agencies in the 1975 review, of which 
lists were sent to you in February 1976, has revealed a total of 
2,737 pages. Copies of the documents on the list of documents 

released in the calendar year 1975, which was also sent to you in 
February, have already been furnished to you. Our current charge 
for electrostatic copies furnished by correspondence is 15 cents 

A page, with » minimum charge of $2.00. Your present deposit 
account balance 1s $332.12, including your remittance of $300.00. 

An additional $74.43 will be needed to complete your order for the 
2,737 pages. Please send @ check or money order made payable to 
the National Archives Trust Fund (NNFL) and addressed to the 
Cashier, Nationa) Archives (GSA), Washington, DC 20408. 

knclosed are copies of our letter of January 15, 1976, to the CIA 
und of the unclassified attachments to Mr. Wilson's letter. 

Tne Coleman-Slawson memorandum referred to in Mr. Wilson "8 letter 
is the long memorendum concerning Oswald's foreign activities. 

The material released in Mr. Wilson's letter was sent to you with 
our letter of August 5, 1976. ‘That letter informed you of your 
right to file a suit for the material denied to you on your appeal 
as well as to appeal to the CIA if you wish to do so. 

Te CLA tas reviewed unnumbered documents of the Warren Commission 

in which it has a subject mtter interést, including those involved 
in your appeal dated January 3, 1976, and the executive session 
transcripts of January 21 (part) and June 23, 1964, involved in 
your suit. 

Keep Freedom in Your Future With U.S. Savings Bonds .



Our charge for electrostatic copies will be increased to 20 cents a 

page for orders received on and after October 11, 1976. 

Sincerely, . 

nA 4 . 

A721 7 Atle 

‘ (MISS) JANE F. SMITH 
Director . 
Civil Archives Division 

Enclosures
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kien J,ne ~mith, Dhractor i Mt. 12, Srwdurtak, “de 21701 
Civil archives “Ivivton 41/5/16 
The National arohiven, . 

Washingten, D.C. 20400 - Somme 

Dear Aiss Smith, 

dn your Letter of 11/4 you any du re sone to udna of 40/12, «ito tu wall pas% the 

tiwe in wrtoh you aru to have resvonded, that you can’t give ino batter cuples bacause you 
have received tllegigle copies from thy Cha un if USL let you know what was udawdng 
you LL undertaica to aheox thom for oanpletenesie 

I'm going to do noither. Yom prople have been running me around that unpainted 

barn for more than a decadeott in tha pseudn—eoholar way of ilfxontan stonowntllinges 
I'm not even going to check ny filon to wae whit ts dnvolverte 

Thereia an okligation imposed upon you people I insint you neat withour rumning me 
ragged when in age and phystoal condition 4¢ 19 burdensome, not only umeacesHurye 

Thero is no record 1 maak that you or the CLA or annus other agunoy cose nat have 

alear copies of. In every cane the ortiinal ahould bu availubloes 

' I'm dismayed at the permeating dnsonsltivity, iualudiuus youre 

. These are records relating ta the most tertible of all arian, the assassination 

-ef a *rosident, ond to thu offiotak tnvoeutigation of Lt, 10 that word La nat obscernes 

Tneee recoris relate to the aubvertiny of our ayatem of nuieby and to tha aotm, declaions 

and pertormange of the adnintetrasion that aame tulo power by that orimes 

' You have no shane in providing people illegaibla ovpi.ma? Inconpheta records? 

'  T qienu not becuse in a decade I've not baen able to amet you ta replace a single 
ene of the mahy revorisa you permiiled to dteappoar or did not rayvlace when you know they 

vers not in your files. 

You all also ap,ear to have no shame about havisyr to he auad fur what you withhold 

@m one hoked up oxoune after ansthor, so b mes. Lt la foollmn to expect you to provide 

copies that can bu read = at four bin the conmerteal aout or xeroxinyre 

Do or do not do what you will. 'f an T suapeat thts related tu x ontt ee in Uttgatioa 

I'LL ask my counnel to prenant thus yroblen to the Vuurte J'm aatiafled. that i it te 

there ie no representrtion you have made that de nok spuctous and Lam now uping to aale 

you a question that 4u relevant to thiite to am doday Lk mynelf because my Lawyer dose not 

now have the tine ant bycaws wa will! both bea away noch weal, all woak. 

The subject matter..of the withhold jaya of the Warren Jommdanion transoript of 
1/21/b4 4s a defecter or murs thu ons. Tiwre vas 4 KUb daietter of about 10 yeara 

betory the YK apnmasiuation.s hiv du nuiciwr marek nur the Aiaclosure of a seuret 

dutelliznmnes sourve nor tO te east of wy ‘uwhlede of any other natury that ties any 

ef the exemptiona of the aat.e Tha CLA has and Wan Wduolosad a Long mem frou tm, typl= 

cal for all of you aa Liiowble an it con ba mock of total tliegLbilitye Lan anicluyy 

ia thi.a is in the 1/21/04 transeript that tn withheld. Lf ¢ghore te aa lintle inturnal 

communteatton an L have yenerally tou to be another means of noemting the Aot I aloo 

want you to kmow that there is a heariag on thin cane 11/12/btbe 

X am also asicing why, with the many weulea that have olapped, I stil. have not 

reoeitred all the records 1 patd for so Lony ago, of tne 107) roluases A wat vefised whan 

I triet to pay for all that wa. reloanerl aubnaquen’ to 1970. L want thors if ha a record 

of thin foot—drayding. 1 «lao would appreciate a written anuuranse that Laas phlok them 

up when L have to be in “aabdycton fur tho 11/10 yinorlay. © would hopu this givea you 

wunough time. I do not want padtayes oF thls slaw Loluy biurough thu malle bedance L cannot 

recall® a single inatanve in whtoh you luve made au adenuAte paukage. 1 would likw them 

te be in good condition. , 

Sinserely, 
Hawald Wad ahewe
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Mies Jane Umith, Disnoter 
Givil arsk.ves Divigden 

Natienal Arokiven 

Waakiagten, DoJ. 20400 

Dear Misa ‘a4, 

In tho penulfimate paragraph af sy lother ef 11/9/76 I ante’ you a SaRRky, quention 

pelovant te my CoAoTI1448 An whieh the Arullven fa the defendant. In the course ef the 

fal explana fiten ZL gave you L informed you that Sher wasn jie Se a Searing on that sattor 
im 13 dayne “hea, of cewrpn, gave you amples tive to revo. Vhorotars you Aid med - 
Fespend. No® in anywm may. Yeu di not, for szamplng retuua te anor ay Lotoor or 
tie. question. You just stenewalled. 

I anked 1f the defectar of the 1/21/64 trannoript is the sama ene about when the 
GLA hae recently made rileanta. E dl not nak trip name, fer oxumpla. tier that the KGB 
dees net knew 4h. “National, soomrdity” han aeme fe mean asoretn frum 4h American poaple 
@m@ly se what %ho KGB kmewn wa may mot now. J aniced ouly whet annnet ow nattoanalenecure 
Aty iafermatien ralating te whet is befora tha aeurt. 

| If there te anythtig Lapreper An trina requeat l‘4 appreciate an explanation ef Ato 
Xf there 1m net I'd Luce a prompt and nnequlmoal renvana. 

Let me explain thie im a é4ffarend, lnynna's wnye 

Ir the OLA releane relnten 4 tha aukjea’t of the 1/71/64 Sraneari.yh the OFA erred, 
ae X may widerstate, in anting the Archives te withseld that temasarion fram mee LO the 
Arekives ia aware ef thie then I #irink tnere de a wubstanti, umetian at defrauding ao 

aad of denedying and misrenrmeenting te the Court. ‘he olactund roanen for wi thhelddag 
this transcript froa, eo no eager axinin - Af 4% ever Adee 

There appeata ta be ne cemplextty in thts, mo problem in atating yea or RO, 28 

weer required to learn aml reaped. 

Lf yeu persiat in sot reaponding U Rave ne ahetce but te ank aeunes) te yrosemt 
thda te the Court. Tida then becemen an inneeansery turdening at ane Yaurd aM your 

*-@emmes), ag welk as of mo and iy ommenl. 

I believe Shere is no question of rolemnoa, that thie ta very relevant. 

In ny letter of 11/4/76 I aleo went inte whether or nos aay of thia me really 
seeret. Yeu save not reaponded te that, sithers Ye J. now mak, in order that the Court 
may Wmev, whether the aan af fe daltertor in pebldc tn any way. Uf either If there ia 
meve than ens. If nazen are Ime sire cam be my mareny aa alleged. LC aris Lo tree 

Yhea thare woul appear be ho a Pruudulanh alata te deny ma Abia public rwoemt oa ssha 
Yesia alone. In turn this moenn Honnito amc abuam of tne Coot, she ant and of =e and 

my cewasel and (oF ne enoresve Senta ony the many yours I've baa trylug te obtain 
thie publia rream. 

Trio matter will again be in the cours abertly. I de hope ver oan step thie steme= 

walling aad either rwayend er explain why yeu xelune ta. 

Macerely ye 

Hareld Yospharg  
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Second, the Sovict authorities’ may nave teen entircly ignorent of 

Os:ald! si pening arrival, but when he did arrive he, Osuald, innediately 
made Imown his strong syTipathy with the Co:munist cause, nis intention 

vo defect and possidly even the fact that he had been a radar cnerator in “ 
the United States Marine Corps and the "; faci (doubtful) that’ he possessed *    
socret information related to thi job Vi icn he was ready to disclose, . 

If this is the way Osveld conducted 3 vinself at the Sovict Consulate at : 
‘Helsinia, then i sudeod nis application would i have been handled with 

jispatch, fmer fies an Eabassies throughout the vorld would presumably do... 

E 

the sane thing if they believed they had a potential defector who possessed 
=’ =: 

t. 
= 8 

valucole infomation. Oswald himself clained that he said nething out of 
ietae: the ordinary to the Russian Consulate i in Helsinis; he: told. the: of, Ticials~ t 

: 
av the snevicen Embassy in Moscow on October 31, when he eyneared there in 
én attemt to rer ~ounce his citizenship, that he had said nothing to the - r 
Russiens about cefecting until ne arrived in Koscou. Likewise, Yuri” ” se 

at s ~  f¥ahovich Nosenko, the Soviet ¥GB agent who defected to the United States *-—— 
_ in February 19 alan whose reliability has not +et betn escertained) ; b we 
  

: clains that = KGB at least had no Imowledge whatever of Oswald until 
’ he appeared in Moscow. , . , 

seniio's testimony on this point cennot be tatzen with absolute 
3 

_— cesices the oovious fackh thet yhethe- he iscincere-pr_uhsther 
, 

fle he_is a Soviet plant pas not yey_heon deter amined, there is. also. the tach _ 
that to cate the , onity. répors b avallableto the Comms ssiton on Ura nosis a 
soy 0 Cave “ne only. réoor UNE COMM2SS: See 

* hes said abowt Osizald_uas obtained the cughthe Far, . end the 221 tabéere - 
Gavcrs did not have tne _coetail dtneuledse. of Osveldlia.tzasels thich ae, 

   



  

       

  

      =e 8 babies CULES GTI ot ae bk abe 

   
        a ¢. = 

been orought to the attention of the FBI_interrozators. / / Seen Oo ene ites 

Cit, 

  

inconceivavle that when Yosenko savs the first word the iG? r 

as “hea Oswald_arrived in "Koscau" that ne .es_spealcing. Lloosely_aniL nent 
¥ ' 

von Oswale arrived in "Russia or "at_the Russian border." Or what is 

= qven at least es likely, that Nesenko really docs not raacrdex the precise eee ee eo : Se Se So Se awe ee 

moment at wiich Oswald first made his intentions_lmow.:to.the Sovies 

- ¢ overmnent. | ‘ . : ¢ 

* inmother piece of evidence relating to the sane point should —    
d2 brought to the attention of the ‘Cormission. / The following paragraon 

> e —ewuwq—-e_oflrDv 

is an exact auote from 2 CIA report (Comission Io. 698): Ban oo, 

"ce. Cctobser 1959: Stockholm newspaper, Dagens Uvneter, 
-of 25 Novenoar 1963 states Lee OSHALD. passed through, _ | 
‘Sueden during October 1959: * Article also adds that” - DIK 

@s unsuccessiul in obtaining visa to the USSR , 
isinki which resulted in his returning to Stoctholn. ; 

° 249 cers aiter he arrived in Stoctholm CSWALD traveled 
directly to Hoscow. Concluding sentence of article 
Staves 'Yhis indicates that the Russian Mnbessy (Stockholm) 

* gave hin a’visa.t , 

  

      
    

  

   

  

$a in 

    

a i , it uas difficult to explain 
how OSUALD might have received his visa in two days with- 
out Soing thvouch norel chennels. The only cone   i tusion 

. nich can be cram is that GSIALD cust have received his . ® & 
i visa directly froa the Soviet Babassy in Stockholm which . 
! " occasionally is done in special cases, byt the scurce had | . 

no evicence te confirm this assumption." ) 

   

    

  

  

  

  

Tee information contained in the foregoing paragraph is flatly — ; <a 
ay verience with the other CIA report, previovsly mentioned, to the effect 

. ere on Getoser 10, 

wn the internation obtained from Osyald's Auericen nesspors 9.vixa his Bs 
: ">   

cim_stetenent to the Ancrican Mubassy in oescuw on _October_3].,:1959, and 

“wivh the Gocunentary materiel given us by the Russian Covermsend. 4a eo fo 
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tiie latter could be lies or forgcrics, nouwcver, including even the 

American passport, since it vas in Oswald's possession for anout tro 

or 

2 2 

ueeis before he cane into the Mnbassy -- two weeks when he wes in the 

hands of the KGB in the Hotel Berlin and in a hospital in Moscow. The 

>)
 

Cis itself is epparently of the opinion that_the. information vaich vo} aces i 

Csi:ald in Helsintd, rather than Stoctholn,is nore reliable, It certainly 

Tit the other evidence we have of Oswald's travel better then does the 

AStocknoh . wi report. , : 
aR ‘ ‘ 5 . . . : 

“The foregoing sumarizes or sets ovt all the information 

aole to us at this time on the problem of whether Oswald obtained «-_ 
o. . : ee ay 

  

his visa vnusually quickly. eo : . Ba 

ae 
e final judégnent which must be made orf all this data is of -— mB 

course, What conclusion may legitimately be dram if it is assumed first, 

that Oswald did gct his visa unusually early, second, that the guick 

sas 
issuance of a visa wes significant, and third, that its significence ves 

thet the Soviets hed warning well ahead of tine that Oswald was ccming : 

to Russia to defect? Even all this does not necessarily add up to a. 

conclusion that Oswald was ever used as an agent by the Soviet Governrent. 

It could add up to the conclusion that they hoped to get him to Russia 

so that he could there be analyzed for possible use as an agent and then 

so used only if the examination of him resulted in a favoredle conclusion. * 
. 

It could also mean semething less serious, for exemple, that they new © 

° " or suspected that Csvald was going to defect and wanted to make it as 

-casy as possible for hin to get into Russia so thet they would be sure to 

ootain the propaganda benefits of his cefection before he had 2 chance 

   



% lis statenents are sincere. /ifne rest of ovr Uformation comes frox 
   

the recorés of the fmerican Aubassy in Moscow, the memories of some of 

the of noves of tuo newopener reporters, Kiss Aline 

  

@ Johnson, who interviewed Osrel.d in his nctel 

yoon duvinc this period. The following is a capsule outline of the major 

  

sain | hey 7 oscurreds:  - . 6 

.Date : . syvent 

Cetoser 16, 1959 _. Oswald arrives in Moscow from Heisinicd. -On | 

    
Cstobar 22 s that he could not. 

st leave Koscow - 

within tio hours, Couald slashed his wrists 

in an attamwt to coomit suicices 

Cstoser 22-29 ° Oswald was confined in a hespitel in Moscow? 

and treated for a self-inflicted wound on 

his left wrist. 
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as being canpletely normal mentally nor wes he considered to bo very 

intelligent." the CTA has not yet given ns an evoluotion_on_the 
=_ . 

rolienility TNosenko, jub they indicated that they_ovget to_be_abj.e 

+o sive us an evaluation soon, As developed elsevhere in this meno, the * 

Lhe _ 
  

anthenticity of Nosenko is of ign impottence. 

C. Special benefits granted to Osvald while 

he was in the Soviet Union: Do they show thas _? 

  

he wes being paid to receive training as @ ....  .. *. 

Soviet Agent? : . 

Once he wes accspted as a resident alicn in the Soviet. Unicn 

(u-s Govsid ty mo mesns Lived "just--like a Fussien." On, the contrary, he wes. _ 

given all sorts of special beacfits which a Rassien citizen in his position 

would not Tate obtaized. The cuestion is not Vasther he received special 

venefits, but, vasther his receiving thea indicatss thet he wes wodergoing 

seme sort of training as a future agoit of the Soviet systan, or ab least 

thet he wes being indirectly bribed to becene such en agent. ‘Ve wnt to ~ 

eapbasize that the problen of intexpretation here is not simply whether 

he ves baing “beilid," Lub wiether he wos being bribed for the specifig =. ~ 

ES 
pursose of sett:    ‘oO q bim up es scae sort of foreign agent. For there is no° 

Casstion but that he special treatment amounted to a bribe. Oswald 

- sgcommised this fact hinself in his Diacy, aad Marina ed Hosenko both 

. Ley thet it is stenderd practice in the Soviet Mion ier Anoricans .and 

otzex foreiga defectors Fraa countries uith righ sbendavds of Living to bs
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AS consistent Vith Lee Hozvey N21ld! gs having born 

  

he purvo:ted to de and no more, th 
sistent with his not being a f : 

Taz fact that the evicenc? on Osa) dts ite in Tus 
sistent with the Conclusion just stzteq 23 of course highly iss hevever, this alone is not sursy cient reason to conclude that Osiald 2    fact not a Russian asent. A hign Droportion of all the Svidence on Lee Resvey Csveld wich Feleves to Lis tuevel to and ‘ife in Russia davives 

-_ aSF 

° 

  

     
    

  

ene to. fme>i a 20. Ped, ee ae te 

   

    

eS teas C testinory to the Camission, and an Sorts of wr 

      

Gating fren the Russien veriod or Shortly thereatser, 

. ° 

UrTCesS cont va hae A ee ay +2 oF <2 + ye + 

Sources covld have haen Pus vogethe> py the KIB o: De ‘une result of its ceremni "coac? Zing u 
; 

. as 23 x 
z a 

; 
728 Question therefore 7222S, How ¢re ws vO .access vaether or not thet we lmoy as Osvald’s 027 Jitan 3s nos just & "leges " east by the KGB ang Consistently lived ons by Osyeld the> 

would Drovice 2 coscluiive arg ders nancy, the | ww . « . 
. . Info: tunately the CTA es- SS Se OT 

_ Hesenko, if he is Sincere, 

if vin 
\ give vs a 

ch
 

we lmoy is the truth     
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mes na HAY, Neig Pare F/2T/y 

PSMGRARDIEL 

August 22, 1964 

Tos. J. Lea Sanicin 

rows we David Slanon 

Sabjeerz Language in thea Possible Foreign Conspiracy section of the fepoct relating to “ye 

. You nakag thar I set forth tha language which I proposa to use ia the Vl mene. Possible Foreign Conapiracy section of the Peport which cover2 the use ben bm and non-use of Laformation obtainad from "H™. I do not propose ta use pleat acy informtion fror "8" which the Soviet Umton would be able to trace ° ! Te padd-nl aia Tather than to Soviet detectors cenaraliy. Information supplied tani © by “UW” which bearn on tha comere) practices aml procedures of the EB v th and is, therefore, nee traceable tp him, will be used but ateributed to ‘tha CIA and io “stable” of soviet Dafectora, Thin tiga Choroughly pert, Donest artributtfon; tha datectors other than "W' are tm most casea fully ") able to supply Chis {ngonmcion, In one cane, Z hope fo use suse parti= cular information wapplied hath by "I" and Madame Furtseva, but Le will be attribated solely to Madame Furtzevrn. Tha larguage of che secttong ' I propoes to use is quoted balan 
‘ 

“gn 

bwin z . Bigswe 

(Taken from page 3 of tha Introduction.) 

“In epproaching tha question of foradgn involvement, the Commission kas rocelved valunhle asxatance froa-the Central Intelligence Ageocy, the Federal Durnau of iveatizgation, she 
Depardvenar of Statm and ochac federal ageucieas with special 
competence in the fimld of foraisn inveatisation. The CYA hag made an especially valuabla contribacion by supplying the 
Comission with tnformsrton origimiting with defeetoxca from the Soviet innellisenca services od hearing on secret practices aed procecturas which would be applicable in the Soviet Union to 2 case like that of Cewald'’a Curie lis Stay thera. 

a ‘some of the trformpation forniahsd by the afore-mentloned 
agencton, acd many of thelr gources for that Laformmation, are of : a highly confidertial nature. Meverthelows, becsuse Le teltewea » 1 MAY 1 that the fullest possible disclomre of nil ft ca retatin—— ot MAY 17 

   
   

WDSlawsen/ sat BY aithos: 
ce; Mr. Usnikin date 3 iy 

Mr. idllens “® “ci   

 



  

  

socond category of tnfemmtion conal ats teoatly of rumors ond sp~cnlations, some af thea almoat wholly frivolous. The Commtieaion included te Rotwithsranding that fact, however, in 

“The only relevant fnfomston viich has not been tneluded . in tha Report ta that which fs consistent with the Couztaalen’s 

“Secret scurcas of information, az contrasted with the informecicn itself, hve in rany instances been withheld. The continua use of such Bcurceg apd, “here seerat iniomants are involved, the vary Hves of suck infomants wold be piaced in jeopardy if names, poadtiona or othes identifying charactertseice Bere to be disclosed." 
‘ 

a 

(Taken fron page 41 of the section dealing ufth Oswald's defection tn the Fall of 1959. (Footnote Ro. 135 is to the CLA; footmorta Mo. 136 Is to Hademe FPurtseva; footnote Yo. 137, 25 the texe so{tee, ta to the Bistorte Diary.) 

“The Commission baz inforsation from confidential Sources thet the morsel Soviee procedura for hendling would-be defectors {3 to sive the GB the tnitial tazi: of exmatnatton cad asseseneqz, 333/ Presumably this was done with Omnia. Mis rejection cn Cetober 22, 

  
  

 



  

which Exizgcered his suicides attempt, therefora, probably meana that the 2CR had conducted Lee execinatiogs beceon Octobex 16 aod Cetober 22 and had concluded thar Oswald wis of lintred value rm the Soviat Vaton. The Coutsaton has other informe tioa from a sources Of onknown ralishiling thee when the newa of Cawala's rejection and dreamatle suictia attenpe reached Had=me Furtzeve, 3S prominent Soviet ofStetal and 2 sembey of the 
Praeaidina, she personally fatervened and eaiced shat be ba “ pamaitted to reside in tha Sovieg Union. 156/ ye this information da corxeet, it explains the chanse in Cexaid's formmes which 
GSccurred after be waa released from tha Boykinskaya [ospital. 
Tse Coamisaion can only spocuizte ug Wiae branch of tha Soviet 
Goverment took charge of Oswald after kademe Yurtsavea’s tntare 
vention, if it im faet cecurred, oc why sha decided to {nearvers. Syopathy Sor what appearad to ba a very appetling case certainly ; 
tay have played a rola. If may also have bean of scr signitige aA. cance that hod a young American who bed presented hinzalf as a "ta re devout compart to the Communist cause been ammmarily sejected, 
the resulting poblictry would bave been unfavor=ble to the Soyiask Unison, Is acy event, 2& is intarsating to pote that the apparect snife of Oswald's casa from the KGB to sone other Ministry of the Soviet Government abortly after his release froa the bespital te 

Bupporfad by the entries in his Daty commenting that the offizials ' he mee after his eee vere different from those with 
wnes he had deslr before =" 

TEX 

(fhe following 4a tha first paragraph of the conclusfon.) 

“The Coonission hus thoraughly invescigeted che possibilicy 
thet Lee Harvey Oswald wes a secrag Soviet agent. The specifies 
2asts and cireumarsoces, se fey as they are known, relating 
Csvald’p defection to tha USSR, bis roaldence thera in Minak, 
and bis temom to the United States. in 1962 haya been carainily 
cval=aped. The defectors from the Savtee intelligence sosvica sho 
are now vorkins with ths Central Intelligence Amency, soma of when 

were etill working with Soviet intelligences when Grwald ms tn Hnssia, 
beve all falled to furnish any informeton trdigattng thet Cawald 
was a Seviet esenk, Tha Conmisstod concludes that there fa no 
srcdible evidence of Soviet involvement in the Ssssaaaination, and 

" that the fsera chee have been obtained strougly wegam any corelnusicn 
rhat Cswald tas an agent of the Sovier poverment." 

DECLASSIFIED, 
E.O. 11652, Sec, 

a a prtM PY vans va 1 5/7
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C'4 OS. VEYE 
Et 16 (B17 (2 ' 

JLR :UPY:ol 
3/6/01 

MAR 5 wee 

Sr. Aichewtl Melas 

Tegaty Pirctor for Plens 

Ceatieal. Liteliisrare_ tem. 
Werlinctony, 23, De Co os 

Deer Ir. Telna: 

“She Com-inelon bes recently necetved a report 
froma tha Pelevnit Dorees of Invectigntiwn ecvaring om inten. 
Viov Saat toot fhlece between ringresentaktewa ef tie Dusceuw 
ood, the reouat Cuvlet dofsctar, Yard Yyenovieh Howenlto. 

nts Te aypoars ta un that Nouenko'p defeattan, 
viether or not 16 Ln ourtheatie, in of very great Lntor ct 
to the Gomtiixnion. I vould Like to sot up a cuntormnce 
ents Lin the week of Moreh 9 Letwwan mestora of the Coo 
mioclon! ater? ond mostora af the ci te dtanwe this metter 
turthar and to explem gemrelly tho ver: your Agoncy has 
in yresress af Interest to this Cocussion. us 

WOL you ploese contact ne at your aarliest 
ccaovernience to mt a time tur this confer. 

Sirernroly, 

Jeo Jer Ronda 

Graco). Cousigl 

ec: Mr. Ranidn ‘ 
Mr. Willens == Chrono. : 

Content UNCLASSIFIED 

per—O52%5 75s 
dato 2. MAY 1976 
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MEMORANDUM 

TO: Jeo o-Liebelep Lail-3elin 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

W. David Slawaon 

Defector 

The testimony of Nos carrying Commi sston Nos, 434 9 Teceived information to date Scctions are the following 

"Following President No3enko 
he had had access to hunt fame with fellow employees 4 He coula not deseribe th but did 

from fellow hunterg that Onwald vag 

Nosenko Purports to have been a high official in viston of 

or the K@B, both when Oswald first cntcred Russia in 1959 

and after the A83aa51 nation orf Prosident Kennedy, when 

Oswald's file was reexamined by the KGaA to determine whether 

he had ever been used as an aeent by that organization, 

Nosenko States that the KCB at no time useq Oswald ag an 

agent. 

= 

. ee 
Mailroom 

Content UNCLASSIFIED 

Teatimony of Yury Ivanovich Nosenko, recent Soviet 

4Scertainea Leom Oswala! 

C was nNeceasary for persons 
who @ccompanica him on hunts to Provide him with 

é€ 
. 

jf grr vo ony fetiaut, 

“
o
N
 

March 9, 1964 
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cnko is Contained 1n nd 45), 
Of Spectal interes 

documents 
we have 
t to your 
in regard 

Kennedy t-g 48s8assination 
8 file that 
he used to 
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MEE OMA TL OU 

July 15, 1964 

To: J. Lea Rankin 

Ivcn: W. Duvid Gauson 

Subject: Proenosal references to the “ccafidcntinl Soviet Unton 
source, the reliebility of vidch hes not bean established" 
in the Poreim Corspiracy ana Russian sections of the 

report 

You haye asked thet Tyncte those scetions of the report in 
wnich I prepose to uca the cunfideusus Covieh Union cource deseribed 
etove. ihe partions vhich will ts dincluced in tie cectian on tos 

existence of a fcoreim consotracy are: 

1. 9 egency with privery responsibility fer o:cmtaing 
el defectors aruviving in Rumsic 45 the 65, and Commild vss poswaely ‘ 
troencht to 1i5 attenticen as soon as He sce eh: nom his tntenticn to 
Gelect. In 1959; at least, virterDy « intourist cuides vere GB 

Qsonts or infomsnts, so we con aico Gicus a ehist Gawold's muide, Rina 

Shiraiova, wos follow. czters trem ils MCD cr at lcast wea cuicsd by 
her training in KC rn mis. fe Csvwaie's Iflstoric 5 .cy netes, eke 

informed her suneriovs oP his desire to defeet ant helpsd hha dratt 
his letter to the Suorese Soviet on Cetober 1G ecking for Covict 

citizenship. 

       
   

    

° - Gpe MOR .rd2 use of Ue time yrovidsd Uy Qsvola's 
: \aiting in Moscow to lesrn as much es they could about hic: throuch 

Rix ond = wovgh virtuslly everyone else at tha Hotel Lorlin unsere 
<<, in an atiesms to ansusn lis nessible uselnainess to 

the Zovies Uston as a defectsr. (4 you con cae, I have not felt 
4% Wao nocessory to attribute the following to the Coviet Unicn cource, . 

GVven theuga that ‘source ia ihe one I used Ser this intorration , 

    

  

believe that we could easily obtain a lew or Trea the CIA stating that 

in their opinion the fosezcinz i9 true, “ag a matter of gercral 
onerating preceaures in Russia.) , 

2. A contiduntial Soviet Union sourcz, the reliability 

of uhtch bas not teen determined, has ctated that Oswmld, after ke 
wes Given the usuel exoainatica the MCD gives to ell derecters, vos 

rejected because he was considered not saemtal dy cteble end not too 

Content UNCLASSIFIED 
aNtiiitine. * . “a NER IA7 . 

date 2k MAY 1976 - 
ONG a sew 
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intelligent.’ The cuicide attewst, according to the seme source, only 
contirned the KCB in tho correctness of its opinion. The KCB 
cunpose@ly never reversed its decision not to accept Osiald, and so 
informed him when he was released from the Rotkinskaya Uospital. Cswald 
then allegedly threatened to attermt suicide again, but before the 
eltuaticn reached the crisis point another Sovict ninistry--probebly 
the Ministry of Porcign AfYfairs--intervered and tock: the responsibility 
for arproving Osyeld's applicatien for nermissicn to stay. The Ministry 
of Forcion Affeirs was presveably interested in Osimld for his potential 
prepsganda benefit and therefore wis not deterred by the KGB's 
Ciscnosis of hin as mentally unstable. flithough the Comnicston kas ro 
way of testing tha relicbility of this Source, J% ia interesting to 
note that the purported shift of Oswald's case from the XGB to th 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, shortly after his releese from the hospital 
fits well with on entry in Oswald's Diery commenting that the cfficials 
he met aftor the hospital treatment were different fran these he had 
Geolt with Lefore. The Diary entry expresses cone irritation at tke 
fact that the now offictole asked him many of the same questions ke had 
already answered tio weeks earlier. (fae forcsoinz is taken from the 
very end of my discussion on vhether Oswald was accented unduly ccocn 
for permanent residence in the Sovict Union. I do not rely at all 
upon the porerreph just quoted for the conclusion I cara to, that 
Ostold was not accepted unduly soon. The forezoing is just put in for 
its generol interest end to show that we are ayore of the pource. ) 

The following quotes are taken from Oswald's Life in Russia. 

! 3- On -the third day after his cxrivel, Oetober 19 > 
Oswald was probably interviewed in hts hotel rom by a reperter frem 
Radio Moscow. Tivo years Inter, waen re wes trying to return to the 
United States, he told the American Embassy officlals in Moscew that 
the interview hed eccurred. Osteld said that the reporter represented 
himself as seating statements fron Americen tourists on their impressions 
of Moscow and that he had therefore made a fev routine cosment3s of a 
visiting-tcurist nature, the whole interview lesting no more then two 
or three minutes and of no noliticel sizmificence. The tnforzation 
waich the Comsissicn has on the crdinory procedures of the iGo, the 
Soviet Agency charged with the responsibility for esnionaze and countere- 
esplonsze activities, would indicate that the so-called "reporter" wos 
in reality a KGD acent sont to aosess Oswald's desirability 2s o 

cefcetcr trca the point of view of that agency. ‘The ccntents of that 
interview was thercfore probably not as innocent as Oswald later 
described them. (Just as in mexber 1 above, I beliove that w ec 
cotain a letter trea the CIA confirming the truth of this as a matter 
ef general operating procedure for tho KGB.) 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

WASHINGTON 25,D. 6, 

"in sat” > BY COURIER SERVICE 

Honorable J. Lee Rankin 
General Counsel 
The President's Commission 
200 Maryland Avenue, N. E. 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Rankin: 

There is enclosed one copy of a memorandum 
concerning Lee Harvey Oswald dated February 28, 1964, containing information furnished by the recent Soviet defector, (Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko,. 

This is a preliminary interview and we plan on interviewing Nosenko further in an attempt _to determine the accuracy'‘of his statements, “HES, OF Sours, in The custody of the CoNeral-TatsL etree Agency and our inter-= views will be contingent on other assessments on his times. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure - 
i 
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per —OSER TS 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

  

we 
HINGTON 25, D.c. In Reply, Please Refer to s 7 WAS 

Fils Ne, 
ts February 28, 1964 

LEE IIARVEY OSWALD 
INTERNAL SECURITY - R = CUBA 

The following information was furnished on February 26 and 27, 1964, to representatives of the FBI ‘ by Yuri Ivanovich Nosenko Soviet defector, whose . es ? | reliability has not as yet been egtablishad: Bs os 
Nosenko said he was Deputy Chief of the Tourist Department, Second Chief Directorate of the Committee for State Security (KGB) at the time of his defection February 4, 1964, at Geneva, Switzerland, and held the rank of Lieutenant Colonel. He said the Second Directorate of the KGB is concerned with the internal security of the. Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR). 

Nosenko advised he was familiar with the visit of Lee Harvey Oswald to the Soviet Union in the Fall of 1959 and supervised the handling of the KGB file on Oswald ane in the Tourist Department, a, 

Nosenko stated that when Oswald arrived as a . oo tourist in ‘the Soviet Union the KGB had no current interest , . in him and possessed no information that Oswald was a member of the Communist Party, USA, elsewhere, or that he was a member of any pro=Soviet organization. Nosenko advised that upon arrival in Moscow Oswald contacted Intourist, 
the official Soviet travel agency. Oswald informed repre- . sentatives of the Intourist that he desired to remain in the Soviet Union, Thereafter, Oswald's case was referred to - . the Seventh (Tourist) Department, Second Main Directorate, KGB. . 

Nosenko related Oswald was discouraged from . . : remaining permanently in Russia, It was suggested to so 
him that he complete his visit as a ‘tourist and. return 
to the United States, It was further suggested he could 
thereafter make application through routine channels at - . the Soviet Embassy in the U. S. far admission as an ; ‘ / r immigrant to the Soviet Union, . 2 a eid 
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J. OSWALD !s Activity in Mextice City 

lL. O29 Octsner ths CIA Station in Mexico(-B-received 

‘An American named Lee OSWALD bad contacted 
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“s 

{ followicy information fsorn a reliable a= proven source: , . 
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the Sovler Embavay ia Mextco Gity on Tuesday, 1 Cctobss 
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1963. Ha bad appxan( ———. 8 — to the Soviet 

Embasay guard, ivan Ivanovich OBYEDKOV, to whom - 

“7? he yaid he had visited the Embassy two days earlier, 

Saturday, 23 September. He asked whether there had 
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OSWALD ths telegram had been aent to Washington but 

? 

o 

no answer h2a been recsived. 
a 

The iniay mation was farwar ded by cable to CIA: Headquarters 

the same day 2 iz was received, 

  

2. A. fila check in Washington which is xoutize in these 

matters revealed the possibility of an idectity between the Lee 

OSW2.LD who had apoken with OSYEDKOV, and presumably 

- wits KOSTIAGY, and the defector returnae, Lee Harvey OSWALD, * 

    

   
3. On jo October 1963 CIA Headquarters Stewgrminaped by | . 

bs 
cable tha roport in substantially the form ard in the detail oe 

indicated above, in paragranh 1, to the Federal easton! whose 
| ‘ ; al \ jurisdictional interests had been established by & review of } 
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1 ee Bee Oe Baes -- 

OSWA-LD's file: the Federal Bureau of investigation, the Depart—" 

  

* The CIA fs on Lee Earyey OSWALD wes speed on 9 December | ° "> 
1969 ta accarnmodats biographic information devehoned by CIA in, , ios 
response to an inquiry from ths Department of Stats ona list: of 
American dafectors in Soviet Bloe commtries, OSWALD!s waa 
2mong the names inthe list, The Department+of State inquiry ° 
was dated 25 Octcber 1940. An interim reply was given by CIA. 
on 3 Novaraber 1960; a final reply, on 21 November 1950, Until 
early October 1963 ths contents of the OSWALD file held by CIA 
Consisted entirely of press materials and diasemizations 
received from the Departmert of Stata, the Federal Burean of 

‘ Tnovestigatlon, ard the Navy Department. 
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rnent of State, the Navy Danastmext, and the Immigration and 

Naturalization Sarvice, A comment was inclided ‘in the report 

noting the Likelihood that the piibject, Lea CSWALD, was 

probably identical with sii former Marine who had defected ta 

the Soviet Unisn in 1939, {The _— diaserminated by CIA ia. . 

Washisgtsn on 19 Ontsoer alse inched a > paynical description. 

of an individnal whs was belisved to have been the OSWALD who a   
bad contasted the Saviets in Mexico City. It was subsequantly 

establiahed by investigation. that ths description did not pertain | 

toOSWAED.) . _ oe ay 

w
w
 1 4, cate same day, 10 Cctobar 1963, CIA aeniguer he . 3 
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pent a lengthy cable summary to ths Mexies| — | B — af the . 
+ . oss cee 
Le = 8 ° 

pl diepeoundl poformation bsld in the Beadquarters! file'on : ; 

OSWALD, An instruction waa inchstad for the rienteol = B = 

Station to pane the substance of its 9 Cctoner ——" to the local 
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aspapemeeancSions was —_— zied out, ‘In this manner the. . | veges op 

information on OSWALD!» contact with ths Soviets onl October -” 

wae rassed in Mexico Ciby to the Embasay, ths FBI sqpeesemtating * cacjes ee f 

\ the Naval Attache, and to the office of the Immigration and 

Naturalization Service, There were no reguasts from recirsents of 

the report for further information or for follow-up investigation, . 
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‘5. After tha assassination of President Kearedy and the 

arrest of Lee Harvey TALE an Intensive review of all 
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These additional. materials y were proniptly disseminated | in 

Waabington by the OIA to the Whits House, tha Derertment of 

State, and the Federal Bureae of Tavsstigation, 

e, L Osicber, Baw pavagrapa la avuve for Las 

OSWALD's cortact with the Soviet Consulate, - 

at, Valexty Visdimizg sovich KOSTTXOV ; 

52 it 19 believed that the Soviet officiel with whom 
OSWALD deals in Mexico City was Consular Attache Valeriy 

Visdimirovick BOSTIKOV, born in Moteon, i March 1933, 
[Baas A photograph af ROSTIXOV is ected j In his letter of 

9 Noversber to ths Soviet Consulate j in W ashington, osy. aD . 

wrote about his vrmectinga: wits Comrade KOST IN (sis) of the 

Soviet Union in Mexico City, Mexico, " There is > nO official 

of the Soviet, E Embassy in Mexico City with a pame resesnoling 

"NOSTIN", other than Consul KOSTECOV, 
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"14, KOSTIKOV i is the senior officer of five Soviet: 
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rnatters, There is firm evidence fox the conclusion that KOSTIKOV 

ia 2 Soviet State Security (KGB) oificer, and the othar four Consular 
4 officers are also known o¢ strongly suspected to be Soviet Stats 

7 x 

Ss Security Fersonnel poring andar official cover, Tho State Security 

Service is the major. af the Soviet inieigenes services ard itis” 

_ charged with englanige, counta> intelligence: and related matters 

inside the Soviet Union and overseas, 
. 

a tye 15. BE mevsatbe clearly atated that Saviat inteligence a and es 
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Bec iy Gitisexs placed abroad under official cover normally 

are required to perform tke routine ard legitimate business 

Sagomaee | by the cover job in an embassy or consulate, 
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Station was undertatcen immediately after tae assassination to : . na, 
comb ons a any previously Surenexied information — KOSTIKOV!s 
activity, No useful naw information bearing on the Aasassiration 
resulted from this effort, 
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21. On26 November 1963 @ young Nicaraguan named 

Giberte ALVARADO Ugarte walced inte the U,S, Embassy in i 
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Mexico City 
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acd claimed ho had beon in ths Cuban Embasay in 

September 1963 wasn a man ha Jater recognized 

to bo Lee OSWALD had bean given $6, 500 in cash to kill Someons, 

ea He said that he was in Maxice 

cir] 
by the Crbans asa communist so they would take hin 

Jpoerritla training, 

| ————- 4 
had appar ently visited the Cuban Embassy and its Consular offices: : 

on & nus umber of oc 

Cuban Excbagsy and Consular employees, 

A trying to gat himself accepted * 

to Cuba for 
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22, While intensive investigation in the United States 

showed that — could mot possibly have been in Mexico 

City on 18 September (he w was 2 kenowa to haya been in sew Crieans | 

on beth 1? acd 19 

shake ALVARADO!s story, | 

September), intensive intersogation failed to- > 
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, a because of the importance of oo 
fesolving tha Proolem GIA personnel continued the interr Togation “ot > |. ET tee es 

in close coordination with the FBI, ALVARADO voluntarily | 
: agyeed toa Hp detector examination, Al & polygraph expert, 

oe asgisted t by 25 FBI special agent, Saqueptianed ALVARADO and ~ 
becured admigeions thar he must have been mistake cr. The| & sy 

MW olygranh ear conchsded fx zom the results of his teats thag = 
ALVARADO had fabricated his otory about OSWALD in toto, a - 

26. Xt ‘shows be er aie when he fip st told =—_ oT a 
, on 26 November, A ALVARADO could 7 nays known Fionn ihe 

Mexican press that OSWALD had visited the Cuban Consulate   
  

 



  

  

in Mexico City, Also, ba could have heard the yvumors Current there that OSWALD haa $5,000 with him When he returned from 
Mexico to tha United States, ALVARADO has Since — deported 
by the Mexican authorities to his native Nicazagia. 
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~peop'e who sav the transcript or heard che tape Defore. the assassina- “lon reeall that Oswald was (rring to make » deal. 

One of them fs David 4. Phillips, a former CLA officer. *ho now heads the Assoe ation of Retireg Intelligence s and is a teading de 
activities 
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“he assassination, 
The significance of the CLA actions is difficult to assess. The FBI in the fall of 1963 was already showing in. 

Oswald “got really angry wand red. He was gesticulating.” Duran said she had to call for help from the Cuban 
shouting match 
him to zet out. Duran said she never saw him again, 

consul who got into 2 with Oswald and told 

However, Duran’s story covers 

ferred in 2 tet 
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2S assassination, the CIA failed o turn over to the Commission the full trans. eript of the telephone intercept it had Made in Mexico City. Oscaid's offe of information to the Russi char      ians in e; + for pas: Z2 as omitted from SRCTIOL. and the CIA glaimed 
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In interviews with The Post Belin *do documented the CIA piars aZ Castro in his Capacity as executi director of the Rocke: . reveaied che CIA a id - ° ' the Warren ! i “epert from an allezed witness toa meeting in Mexico City between Os. wald and Cubag intelligence agents. 
At the time, Cuban agents coordi. nated their more important activities 
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on Oswald Call 
might or might not aave intensified that interest if it had been told cf 

intelligence service. 
Belin called on the CEA to mak full disclosure of its knowledze Dswald and his contacts with + Cubans ind Russians . 
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He Wanted to Make Deal 
in n September, 1963, Call: 

OD ree Or my rene ree   

i



i 

  

IQ Part Fri, Nov. 26, 1976 Los Angeles Times ME 
  

ontinued from First Page 
‘he late Winston M. Scott, who per- 
sonally reviewed all transc=pts 
2manating from wiretaps on Scv-et- 
dloc installations. 
The Oswald transcript, according to 

2 CIA translator who worked with 
scott, aroused a lot of interest. 
“They usually picked up the tran- 

scripts the next day,” he said. “This 
hey wanted right away.” 
What that transcript contained is a 

uaiter of some dispute: and the CLA 
‘@¥S it routinely destroyed the tape 
refore the assassination. But some 
reople who saw the transcript or 
teard the tape before the assassna- 
ion recall that Oswald was trying to 
nake a deal. 
One cf them is David A. Phitizs. a 

ormer CLA officer who now heads 
be Assa. of Retired Intelligence O53- 
xers and is a leading defender of CIA 
ictivities. Phillips was stationed in 
Mexico City at the time. 

The transcript disclosed, Ph:tips 
recalled, that Oswald told the Sone 
2mOassy: “I have information you 
would be interested in, and I keow 
vou can pay my way (to Russia).” 

The stenographer who typed the 
transcript and the :ransiator who 
Prepared it had a simijar ection. 

“He said he bad some information 
to tell them,” the typist said ir. an in- 
lerview in Mexico. “His main concern 
was getting to one of the two coun- 
tries (Russia or Cuba) and he wanted 
them to pay for it He said he nad to 
meet them.” 

    
   

<The Warren Commissicn ‘ater con- 
cluded that the Russiars and Cuoans 
were not much smpressed oy Oswald 
That view is supported by Sslvia 
Duran, a Mexicar citizen whe worked 
in the Cuban embessy at the me of 
Oswald’s visit She talked io Oswaid 
on Sept. 27. 1963. and ceca.'s che 
meeting in some Zetar!. 

In an interview in Mexico Cit, Miss 
Duran said Oswe!d wid ner that he 
wanted to travei io Cuba an¢ Russia 
and displayed documents to show he 
was a “friend” of the Cuban revolu- 
tion 

Miss Duran said she informed Os- 
wald that in order to travet fo the So- 
viet Union he would have to obtain 
Dermussion from the Russians. Oswald 

| OSWALD OFFER OF DEAL TO RUSSIA 
if and returned later in the day to 
inform Miss Duran that he had ob- 
iained the necessary permussicn. Miss 
Duran said she calied the Soviet Em- 
odassy and was ‘oid Oswaid’'s apolica- 
tion for a visa would take three to 
four months to process. Informed of 
this, Miss Duran said, Oswald “got 
really angry and red. He was gesticu- 
rating.” Miss Duran said she had to 
call for heip from the Cuban consul, 
wno got into a shouting match with 
Oswald and cated tim co get out. Miss 

: sa¥ him again. 

* covered oniv the first 
day of Osaid's Eve day say in Mex- 
1co City. Oswald jater referred in a 
letier co “meetings” he had in the So- 
viet Embassy 

How tn: 
wald's dealir 

     

    

    

     

    

   ted the CLA was :n Os- 
uub the two embas- uw 

Ses is uncer:ain, ‘ 
The transiator and typist who han- 

dled the transcript of the interc 
conversation recalled that the level of 
interest was high. But the agency 
waited until Oct 10, 1963, to notify 
the FBI of Oswald's activities: And its-- 
teletyped report made a0 mention of 
Oswaid’s offer of information in ex- 

change for a free trip to Russia or of 
his attempts to travel to Cuba and 
Russia. . ‘. 

“On Oct. 1, 1963,” the teletype 
message said, “a reliable and sensitive * 
source in Mexico reported that an 
American maie. who identified him- 
seit as Lee Oswaid, cot-acted she So- 
viet Embassy in Mexceo City inquiring 
whether ihe embassy nad received 
any news concerning a telegram 
which bad been sent to Washington.” 

   

That was strictly a routine han- 
dling af the matter. and similiar to the 
standard reports made ‘o the FBI at 

on other coniac7s with the 
Communists by American atizers in 
exc 
Even after Kear: 

tion, the CLA did not ¢! 
Commission the fut! 
mtercepted :eleph: 
had made in Mexce 
fer of informatic 
exchange for passage “ed 
from the transcript. and the CIA sad 
it did nol know of most of Oswald's 
activities in Mexico City until after 
the assassination. 

The significance of the CLA actions 
is difficult to assess. The FBI in the 
fall of 1963 was already showing in- 
termittent interest un Oswald and 
May or may not have intensified that 

      

   

    
    

assassina- 
the Warren 

  

interest if it had been told af Oswald's 
conversations. 

Whether the new information 
would have affected the Warren 
Commission's deliberations is also an 
open question. The commission inves- 
tigated the pessibility of a foreign 
conspiracy ani conciuded shat here 
was 1G evidence to show Gswald act- 
ed on behaif of a foreign power. 

Nevertheless. there is yet mo ex- 
planation for the CIA's handling of 
Oswald's conversations. The CLA still 
refuses to comment, saying that it 
would not de approcriate in the iight 
of an impending investigation Sy the 
House Cormmitzee on Assassinations. 

Wher asked :f they could expiain 
the agency's actions some CLA 2ffi- 
cers st at che time in Mexico 
City said the Cla mighi Aare had a 
relaorsht oak Osaati that 

ht ie conceal The CIA has de- 

  

   

     
    c 

Se 

c¢ W Beln. whe was an assist: 
an’ counsel to the Warren Commis- 
sion_and ‘ater executive director of 
the Rockefeller Commission's investi- 
gation of the CIA, said that if the 
Warren Comm:ssion hed known af 
Oswaid’s conversations and other 
new information. it vould have been 
s€ss sure hat the assassination was 
not part of a foreign conspiracy. 

    

  

    

Sen. Richard S. Schweiker 
Pa.}, who led the Senaté intel! 
committee's investigation of the 
sassinatioh, said its investigati 
would have taken on an “entirely dif= 
ferent direction and perspective” 
ihe committee had been aware of Os-: 
wald’s canversations. 

One of MIG”; 
Designers Dies - 
MOSCOW (P!—Mikhail I. Gure- 

vich, mathematician and aircraft de- 
signer who coilaboraied with Artem 
Mikovan in designing Russia's MIG) 
series of fighter aircraft, is dead a 
age 84, the Moscow newspaper 
Sovetskaya Rossiya reported Thurs-; 
dar. . 

MIG is-from the Mi in Mikoyan and 
tne G in Gurevich . 

The first jet fighter by modera 
standards developed by Gurevich and 
Mikoyan was the MIG-15, which en-" 
tered widespread service in 1949, i 

Gurevich was officially liste af! 
still working ih aircraft design inj 
1972, a year after the latest aircraft in . 
the MIG series—the MIG-25—went 
into reguiar military service. 

Mikoyan died Dec. 9, 1970, at age’ 
65 
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UN TPLD SEVPES DEPAICEMENT OF JUSTICH 
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PDO DE. HUGE NEE aie INVESTIGATION 1! \ 

WASTING LOW 28, 0.6.7 

November 23, 1963 ; , 
t } 

, 

Honorible Jauiues J, Rowley 
' Chief, U. GS. Secret Service ‘ . ‘ Washington, D.C, 20220 

Neue Mr, Rowley: 

There are enclosed the results of our inquiry into 
(he ussassimedion of President Jolin Py Kennedy and boeks round 
tnlosuation rekuive lo Lee Ihurvey ‘Oswald, 

Additional information with respecl lo this matler " Will be furnished to you when avitihtble, 

Sinecvely yours, 

oe c\ wh. ate A evartn 

Enelosure 
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Agsasutnailon of President John I. Kennedy 

Otwnld wag {Interviewed by Spectat Agents of thig Bureau at 
Fort Worth, Texaa, on June 20, 1062, at which time he was curt, sullen - 
And arrogant. [pe declined ta angwer Questions as ty why he made the 
trip to Ruse or his experlences while there, Ne indicated that he had 
been SMiployed 08 a Bheet MOST worker ding television factory and adinired 
the Russian foria of Government. te elifined familiarity with the theories 
of Karl Marx, but dented beter a member of the Communist Party or having 
renounced hig Untted States rilizenshio, According to Oswald, the fovicts 
NCver attemnted to obtain information from him nor did he make any deals 
with the Sovreta tn order tu oblain Per-aisston to return to the United States. 
He disclatmed huy affiliation with Soyiut intelligence, 

Upon reinterview On Aupuct 1G, 1962, he Neh now lodeed recently 
Visiting the Soviet bagay In Wanhington, Db. @, » bul indicated his vist 
Wac bulely to repister hib Wile's current Neldvess as required hy Soviet law, 
Be peain dened requesting revocation of his United States cilizenship or 
allegiance to the Suviet Goverament, 

Accurdine to Information develanrd by this Bureau, Ouwald wag 
Arrected on Aueunt ‘9, 1063, for disturbine the beace In Mew Orleans, 
Loulsiana, as a result of custributing a ramphilet for an Organization known 
Os "Falr Play for Cuba," Hie pleaded guilty and elected to pay a feof $10, 

Oswald was {nlerviewed on August 16, 1962, at which time he 
indleated he was wmeapluyed gnu had been In New Orleans for Approximately 
four months, White there he read Iternture distributed by the Pair Play for Cuba Committe which he constdered tte be communist cuniinated br controlled. fle currespunded with the Committee at 799 Uruddway, New York Clty, enel paid a 30. UO uembership fee. . Ue received a Membership curd in the New Orleang chapicr dated June 6, 1963, olgned A. J. Hidell. 

. o 

The bar Play for Cuba Committe ts & pro-Castro orghnlzation fuunded durin the Spring of GU, whose function is-to propayandi2e the Custru repime. : s * 

The Central Intel livence Agency udviged that on October 1, 1963, An extremely acnuttive source had reported that an {ndivicual \cdentifled himself a3 Lee Ouwald, who contueted the Soviet Embausy in Mexizo City



chaterials related to the Kennedy assassination and the 
‘investigation thereof, i.e., F-75-6669, As you know, all 

“product than the first review. In light of the number of 
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20505 

23 AUG 1976 

Mr. Harold Weisberg o.oo. Le ee 
Route b2. . 
Frederick, MD 21701 ae Peep ' 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

  

        

   

(his responds to portions of your letters to me of : 
el July and 6 August, which we are handling under F-75- 6609 see 

The "new request" of 21 July in your penultimate para- - 
graph for records of any and all surveillance conducted on : 
Lee Ilarvey Oswald in Mexico City or elsewhere is a restate- 
ment of one segment of your broad request for any and all 

materials in the entire Oswald file are currently under- 
going second review, a review expected to yield a better 

requesters waiting anxiously for this product, we are not 
prepared to institute a special and costly search for your 
request which would disrupt and delay the process for all 
of these requesters simply to satisfy your recent restate- 
ment of request. 

In view of your own recognition that the "new request" 
duplicates while voing beyond that of Mark Allen, we quote . 
for you the response to his request of 13 July: : 

"Please be advised that the existence or non- 
existence of the records you request is currently 
properly classified pursuant to Executive Order 1162 © 
and therefore is..exenpt from disclasure in neeordanes * 
with exemption (b)(1) of the FOIA. By .this answer - 
we are neither confirming nor denying that~such records 
exist. [!t is further determined that the. fact of the - 
existence or non-existence of the reco?ds. ‘also pertains 
to information relating to intelligence ‘sgurces and 

   



  

        

   

  

   
   

    

methods which the Director of Central Intelligence has the responsibility to protect from unauthorized disclosure pursuant to 50 U.S.C. 403(d)(3) and is therefore exempt from disclosure in accordance with exemption (bh) (3) of the FOIA." 

The above decision was made by Mr. Charles A. Briggs, Chief of the Services Staff. The decision is currently 2 under appeal by Mr. Allen but is now subject to your appeal.” As you know, such appeal should be addressed to the Agency's Intormation Review Committee via the undersigned. oa 

The enclosed organizational charts ate those included © .- On pages 96-102 of the Senate Committee's Supplementary ba? Detailed Staff Report on Foreign and Military Intelligence, Book IV, Report 94-755 of the 94th Congress, 2nd Session, dated 23 April 1976. The publication is available to the : public from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government. Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. : 

  

   Sincerel ie B'S 

Gene F, Wilson 
Information and Privacy Coordinator 

Enclosures 
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— JFK Exot F-524- 

THE DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELUGENCE 

wasnincron, B. € 70909 « 

Office of Lepilative Counsel 

a 
19 September 1978 

Mr. G. Robert Blakey 

Chief Counsel & Director 
. 

House Select Committee on Assassinations 

Washirfgton, D.C. 2051S 

“Dear Mr. Blakey: 

Forwarded herewith is an unsigned memorandum 

dated 20 February 1964 concerning a machine listing 

of documents for the Oswald 201 file. This document 

was not released earlier under FOIA, but has been 

declassified in the light of new considerations. It 

formerly bore the classification of Secret and the 

handling restriction of Eyes Only. 

Mr. Goldsmith requested this statement for use of 

the document in the public hearings, as the classifica- 

tion and handling restriction had been removed when 

the document was approved for release under FOIA. 

Very truly yours, 

- —_ if 

-~ oT Sew 

$.D. Breckinridge 

Principal Coordinator, HSCA 

~ 

-encl. 

JFK Exuistt F-524 
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2US 

20 February 1964 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Chief, * ! 

SUBJECT: Documents Available in OSWALD’ 201 File 

1. A machine listing of documents officially recorded as being 
in OSWALD'»s 20) file was requested and {2 attached. The actual 
machine work of this type was begun in 1963, but a few items of previous ° 
dates were also recorded. . . 

2. Acomparisos of the documents physically available in the 
201 file and those recoried as being in the 201 file has shown that 37 
documests which should Se in the 201 file are not available in{t. This! 
total ie made up of: ba 

2 dispatches 

7 memoranda from the FBI 
1cscr 
2 State Department documents 

25 caoles. 

3. Machiue inquiries for the location of these documents have 
not been made.- 

coum tote SS BIO 
for FOIA Review on = SUN 1975 
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' 25 Novesyer 1953 

SUNJECT: Mr, Lee Harvey Oswald 

tO 3 | . ¢ 

1, It makes little difference nov, bud “nad at ose time an 

| interest in Oswald. As soon as I had heard Oswald's none, I recalled 

that as, ° I had discussed — sonetine in Sumer 1950 — 

witk | . Lf . . . the laydnz 

on of interview(s) through! or other suitzble channels. At the 

moment I don’t recall if this wes discussed while Oswald and his facily 

were en route to our country of If it was after theiz arrival. 

: 2., I rememoer thet Oswald's unusual behavior in the U55% had struck 
me fron the consent I had read the first Sire ‘dispatch on his, and I 

told my subordinstes something 2=ounting to “Don't push hard to ger -" 

the inforzation we need, because this individual looks o24 Me vere 

particularly incerested in th oOsvaid might provide on the Minsk owe 

factory in which he had been e=ployec, on cerzain sections of the city 

itself, and of course we sought the usual] athat might help develop. 
Foreign personality dossiers. . BiOSRAPYIC IWFORMATISY 

   

  

   

  

3. I vas phasing into ny neat ‘cover assignceny = at” 
the tine. Thus, I would hzve Icft our country shortly after Osvald’s arilval. 
I do not know what action developee thereafter, ¢ 

Addenda . ‘ eo Seer 

4. As an afterthought, I rec2t1 also that at the tine T was Secocing 

increasingly interested in watching develop a pattern thas we kad discovered 

in the course of our bio and research vork/ : the nucber of Soviet a 

women sarvying foreigners, betzg persitted to leave the USS®, then eventuslly 

divorcing their spouses and settling dow abroed without retuming “hone”. 

    

  

. The ¢2se waz anong the first of these, and we eventzaily tamed * 

up soneshing like two dozen siszilar cases. . . s 3 

: . becam: interested in the cevelopins 

" eeend we had come across. It was partiy eut of curiosity to icarcn if 

Oswaid’s wife would actually accospiay his to our co=ntry, p* Li 

interest in Osvale's om expepenaas i 2 U SSR, thet we svc 

intelligence interest ta the Aarvey 32 . 

? | oO y 
‘ 

of 
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4 

Mr. Gotpsmitn. The first page of JFK exhibit F-524 is a letter 
from Mr. Breckinridge to Professor Blakey of this committee. I 
would refer your attention—why don’t you read both pages. 

Mr. Hens. I have had a chance to read not only Mr. Brecken- 

ridge’s covering memorandum to Mr. Blakey but also the attached 

memorandum which is unsigned and just says “To Chief,” I don’t 

know what. 
Mr. GotpsmitH. Does this memorandum make reference to 37 

documents being missing from Oswald's 201 file? 
Mr. HeEtns. Yes, it does. It says that: 

In 1964, February 20, a comparison of the documents available in 201 file and 

those recorded as being those in the 201 file has shown 37 documents which should 
be in the 201 file are not available in it. é 

And there is a breakdown of what seems to be missing. 
. Mr. GowosmitH. Was this document ever brought to your atten- 

tion? : 

Mr. Hews. I can never remember it having been brought to my 

attention. 
Mr. GotpsmitH. Were you ever informed that at some time there 

were at least 37 documents missing from Oswald's 201 file? 
Mr. Hetms. No; I doubt that would have been brought to my 

attention. I would assume somebody in charge of the registry would 
have gone looking for the documents. 

Mr. Govpsmitn. Is the information contained in this document 

particularly sensitive? 
Mr. Hetms. You mean sensitive operationally or in a security 

+ sense? 

  

e
r
 
e
e
 e
er
 

  te Mr. Gotpsmit. Sensitive in the sense that the Agency normally 

? attributes to that term. 
\! Mr. Hens. I wouldn't have thought so. 

Mr. Gotpsmitu. In light of that, why would this document have 
\ carried the classification of “secret” and the restriction “for eyes 
| only” prior to its declassification? 
| Mr. Heuns. Sir, I am sorry but I don’t see ‘‘eyes only” on it nor 

do I see “secret” on it. . 
| Mr. Gotpsmitu. I understand that. I said prior to its declassifica- 

* tion 
| ao reread the letter to Professor Blakey from Mr. Brecken- 

' ridge 
. Mr. Hews. I don't know. Maybe it was overclassified, A lot of 
documents in the agency were. 

Mr. Gotosmitx. Thank you, Mr. Helms. I have no further 

questions. 
Mr. GotpsmitH. Mr. Chairman, there are a number of other 

4 exhibits which relate generally to the subjects of Mr. Helms’ testi- 

* mony. but with respect to which there was not sufficient time to 
ask specific questions. They have been marked for identification as 
JFK F-513 through F-517, F-519, F-521, F-525, F-528, F-530, and 
F-533. May they be admitted into evidence at this time? 
4 Mr. Preyer. Without objection; they may be admitted into evi- 
ence. 

: (The exhibits referred to above follow.]'   
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Memorandum 3 
A 

9, My. We C. Sullivan yO ©" pave: 12/19/63 

ro : 
Mr. D. J. Vecnnan, Je VS 

m\ 
WRG: RELA SYONS VITH CENTRAL INTLLLIGENCE 

AGENCY (CIA) : 

CONE 

Information developed by Mr, Deloach has inéicated that 
John MeCone, Lirecior, CIA, has attacked the Bureau in a vicious 
Pe unaerhanced manner characterized with sheex dishonesty, I2 
ene iuwelss are true, we can safely assume that LicCone will continue 
puch tackies: to the point of seriously jeopardizing Bureau prestixze 
Ade Yeputacion, We can sit by and take no action or bring this 
maiies to a head, Over ae years, we have hod.,nuinerous conflicts 
with all CIA Directors, any of these problems have arisen froa 
slatenents attributed to chen e men, Experience in dealing with 

jer has shown that a firm and_forthright, confrontation of these 
oiflevals has proteécca Gureau interests in a most eziective manner. 
If MWcCone 1s involved in such nefarious activity, there is a way of 
putting a stop to this. 

Tae charges against McCone can be desctibed as follows: 

(1) He allevedly informed Congressman Jerry Ford 
that CIA hac yncdvercd a plot in liexico City indicating 

thai iae Jourvey “Quwald had received $6,500 to assassinate 
President iennedy. . 

(2?) McCone allegedly made this same statement to Drew 
Pearson, 

2} In both instances, the statements were false and 
MeCone snould have known that they were false since his 

j | #eeney was fully informed that the story concerning the 
+} yveceipt of moncy in Mexico was completely discredited. 
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If anproved, the Liaison Agent giri! ‘Contronté {icCone . 
with the alierations. Congressman Ford wikl not be identificd yut 
will'’be referred to as a high-ranking Government: official. Bureau 
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senorandun Lr. Brennan to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: RELATIONS VITIT CENTRAL INGVULLIG: FICE 

AGENCY (CIA) 

eOeen wT noi be identifseo. Hecone W132 be told th 
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larosiace that the story verarding Cswaid'’s receint exico City was completely discredited, Ne will further be told + we cen only characterize his actions as a Pel: against the Bureau, 

  

If HeCone cid make the referred statement -~nin to make a denial, 

at inforna- Sureaw duvicates: tha: ic has made false st poinicd out to hin that his own agency was 
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vicious and unwarran 
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riches ot thin faresu, there wero delivered to the Conn 

Ovighbe? BL, £5 ie 1, dva copies cach of a reeraft of wanes. ee 

1St throu pad £nelucing 1LS7 of our wuntsery BorIrarcun dated - 

Mas IN, L6a4, tro coples ef witch wero furaished ta you by. 

cur Lester coi.) Gatober 22, 1954, It is requested that you 

rovlace the prvvent pages 154 throuch 157 in our ewinary ies 5 
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Aosacalmition of Frosidant Zahn ¥, Rounody 

Orquising on 49 exy moseoge3, Epeetal Avonta of Vita Burtau, who hava Convernod Wah Oswvetd tin Dalles, Von, have ob iseved paolorraphs ef the dadlvicuel refscesd to above and hava istencd to a eocerclne at ibis eetee, Tae eoclal A7enty ara cl tho epini{en that tha ebovesrefory :d-to Indlyidual Wd nol Lod Unrvay Oswald, 

  

A Algily condcantinl couree cf ty Pureau advised that an dadlvicual tdenitfylay Auruesle 4 Gaveld oa Movamiry 1B, 1903, ma in conic’ wlth the Covlat Embaasy tu Wanwozton, D.C, » Mowhich time he reicerrcd to a weeant mncuny vith Comrady Keatin at the Foviei Zinbasay in Mesleo City, Vhs Inclyvicual Motented dhat he oaseinally intencad to viatt the Eimlzingy da Baye, Cubn, Where he world bava nid ime to complete bis bustneca, tat that io had bean enable t Cond, io furnished iis address ag ax 625, Caullns, woos, and cinfined eo be the hustind ef Marina Nikoleayna : Cownld, a Lovie! eitizon nad £<hor ef Auore7 Marina Oswald, Born Cetobar SN, 1002, at Dallas, ‘vozns, 

  

Oawald diving peovicus interviews with FBI Agents elalmed to have marrlad'hia whe, Meuriny iHlkolenyaa Oswald, nao Frueekoya, at Ming, Clusia, ca Anvil £0, 29CL. He likewlro elated on American PAAEBOLL, MUmbcy DIO258%, ad at Mew Crloans, Loulcinua, on Jue 25, 1905, sor propow.d teavel af area moniha t one venr ag 1 touriat to Eneand, France, Germany, ‘oltand, UCSR, Plaland, finaly, and 2oinnd. Te indiented . an Lituntion to C2puri srom Now Celoona Qurlng the laiter art e? 1963, — 
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